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Appearance-based image splitting for
HDR display systems.

Dan Zhang
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements
For the degree of Master of Science in Color Science
In the Center for Imaging Science,
Rochester Institute of Technology

Abstract:
High dynamic range displays that incorporate two optically-coupled image planes have
recently been developed. This dual image plane design requires that a given HDR input
image be split into two complementary standard dynamic range components that drive
the coupled systems, therefore there existing image splitting issue. In this research, two
types of HDR display systems (hardcopy and softcopy HDR display) are constructed to
facilitate the study of HDR image splitting algorithm for building HDR displays. A new
HDR image splitting algorithm which incorporates iCAM06 image appearance model is
proposed, seeking to create displayed HDR images that can provide better image quality.
The new algorithm has potential to improve image details perception, colorfulness and
better gamut utilization. Finally, the performance of the new iCAM06-based HDR image
splitting algorithm is evaluated and compared with widely spread luminance square root
algorithm through psychophysical studies.
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1 Introduction
High dynamic range imaging (HDRI) is a set of techniques that allow a greater dynamic
range of luminance to be captured, stored and displayed compared to current standard
digital imaging techniques or photographic methods. This new HDRI technique allows a
more accurate representation of the real world scenes, ranging from faint starlight to
direct sunlight.

The goal of this thesis project is to develop an image splitting algorithm for building high
dynamic range (HDR) displays. Unlike conventional display system, HDR display uses
two optically coupled imagers to extend the dynamic range. This dual image plane design
requires that a given HDR input image be split into two complementary standard
dynamic range (SDR) components that drive the coupled systems; therefore, there exists
an HDR image splitting issue. To better describe, this chapter briefly overviews the
background and development of HDRI, and how it is incorporated into this study, which
is on building HDR displays.

1.1 Background
Dynamic range in this research is defined as the ratio between the brightest and darkest
luminance in a scene. Real-world scenes cover luminance levels as shown in Figure 1-1
from below 0.001 candelas per meter-square (cd/m2) to over 10,000 cd/m2 [Johnson
2005]. Therefore, the overall dynamic range we perceive is as vast as 10,000,000:1. In a
single scene, the dynamic range could also be large, often greater than 10,000:1.
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Figure 1-1: Approximate luminance levels in the real world scenes [Johnson 2005;
Ferwerda 1996]

Luckily, despite the fact that the real world scene could have a dynamic range of nearly
14 orders, over 9 orders of luminance magnitude [Kuang 2006] can be adapted by the
human visual system. The way that the human visual system works is through the
photoreceptors (namely rods and cones) on the retina, which then send the signal through
optic nerves to the brain, and finally an image is formed. As is suggested from Figure 11, the rods are extremely sensitive to light and provide achromatic vision at scotopic
levels of illumination, where color information is hardly perceived since the cones are
inactive. When the luminance level rises, the cones begin to function between 0.001 and
3 cd/m2 [CIE 1978]. This range is named the mesopic range where both photoreceptors
function. With a further increase in the luminance level, the rods saturation begins, and
the range where only the cones work is named photopic vision. Through slow adaptation
(mechanisms due to photopigment bleaching) in minutes, the human visual system is able
to perceive over 9 orders of luminance range. Through fast adaptation (mechanisms due
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to the pupil and neural reactions), the eye’s static range is smaller, around 10,000:1, but it
still exceeds the capabilities of conventional imaging and display techniques.

Current digital cameras are significantly limited in capturing the full spectra content and
dynamic range of the outside world. Their captured dynamic range is between 100 or
1000 to 1 around a level set by aperture and shutter speed. There are also storing
problems, since even given a means of generating or acquiring dynamic range data, the
conventional file formats are incapable of accurately storing it. The same problems exist
in display technology. Conventional display systems are similar in that their output
dynamic ranges are on the order of 100 to 1 with maximum luminance output levels
around 80 cd/m2 and 250 cd/m2 for typical CRT displays and LCD displays [Xiao 2005]
respectively. Reflective media such as print paper has an even narrower dynamic range,
in most cases much less than 100:1 [Reinhard 2006].

1.2

HDR Imaging Development

Due to the always existing discrepancy between the real world dynamic range and the
limited dynamic range reproducibility of various media (paint, film, print and digital
images), research relating to HDRI actually started thousands of years ago.

1.2.1 Old Solutions
A long time ago, in the painting field, master painters made great effort to record the
large luminance range of nature, where the available pigments have limited contrast
range. These painters were very clever about mapping scene intensities to the canvas by
3

using their special painting skills. The Magpie (Figure 1-2), an oil painting by Claude
Monet in1869, is an example that illustrates his marvelous painting technique to achieve
a high contrast in a snowy landscape.

For example, Monet painted the snow in high key while reinforcing the contrast with the
dark tree bark. At the same time, he made subtle variations in the shadow colors, from the
yellow tint of the sun to the cooler, bluish portion of the sky, and since our eyes are more
sensitive to local contrast, increasing these local details increase the overall perceived
contrast of the scene.

Figure 1-2: The Magpie by Claude Monet, 1869.

When film-based photography was invented, it used the action of light to cause changes
in a film of silver halide crystals in which development converts exposed silver halide to
metallic silver. However, capturing the enormous dynamic range of luminance on a
chemically limited negative is difficult. To provide a solution, film manufactures tried to
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design film stocks and print development systems that gave a desired S-shaped tone
curve with slightly enhanced contrast in the middle range and gradually compressed
highlights and shadows [Hunt 2004]. To further solve the problems of silver halide
negatives having a greater dynamic range than the print media, “dodge and burn”
technique [Adams 1995] is introduced to manipulate the exposure of a selected area on a
photographic print. Dodging decreases the exposure for areas when the photographer
wishes it to be lighter, while burning is the reverse process that increases the exposure to
areas that should be darker in the print. Since this method effectively adjusts the local
contrast, it therefore leads to an improvement of the overall perceptual contrast in a
photograph. The only issue is that the same procedure has to be done for each print,
which can be quite time consuming.

1.2.2 Digital HDR imaging
With the advancement of digital photography and computer graphics, the imaging
industry will inevitably transit to HDR imaging with devices that provide a far greater
range. This completely overthrows traditional imaging techniques and requires a new
workflow, which can be seen in Figure 1-3. The HDR capture and storage side has the
same path, but for the display side, there are two paths: one leading to a SDR display
requiring tone-mapping techniques in order to compensate dynamic range differences.
The other path uses HDR display allowing the direct display of HDR content. Note that
for the convenience of the readers, a tone-mapped version of the HDR scene is used in
the plots in this thesis.

5

Figure 1-3: HDR digital imaging pipeline.

For capturing HDR scenes, methods for acquiring HDR images from multiple SDR
images have been established in recent years. This technique was first investigated by
Mann and Picard in 1995 [Mann 1995], and Debevec and Malik brought it into computer
graphics in 1997 [Debevec 1997]. Other research followed and include the work done by
Mitsunaga and Nayar [Mitsunaga 1999], Robertson [Robertson 1998], etc. that focus on
HDR still images capture. As for capturing HDR video, Kang proposed a method based
on a similar technique [Kang 2003]. The above technique involves merging several
images taking at different exposure times into one HDR image. Besides this multiexposure technique, recent advances in image sensor technology have the potential to
directly capture higher dynamic range using only one shot (More information is provided
in Chapter 2.).

For HDR storage, it employ a color space corresponding to particular output devices
different from current output referred standards. It is scene referred, meaning that the
HDR format should represent the original, captured scene values as closely as possible.
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Therefore it requires efficient representation that covers the full range of color values,
usually a luminance step size below 1% and good color resolution, as close to perfect as
the human vision’s discerning capability [Ward 2006]. Chapter 2 provides more detailed
description of recent work on HDR encodings, including Radiance RGBE encoding,
JPEG-HDR encoding, OpenEXR and etc.

For displaying HDR contents, there are two paths: one displaying on a SDR display
requiring pre-processing the HDR image by using HDR rendering algorithms or known
as tone-mapping operators (TMOs) to compensate for the dynamic range difference, and
at the same time, achieve a faithful visual representation of original scene. The other path
is displaying HDR contents on an HDR display directly where related research has also
been very fruitful in the last few years. In 2004, Ward and Seetzen et al. [Seetzen 2004]
constructed two different prototypes that vastly exceed the dynamic range of
conventional softcopy displays. In 2008, Bimber extended this idea to reflective media
and created a hardcopy HDR display system [Bimber 2008]. Currently, Dolby Inc. is
dedicated to bringing the softcopy HDR display technology to other manufacturers, thus
someday making HDR displays available to every household.

1.2.3 HDR image splitting issue
As stated in the above, the principle of building HDR display systems is double light
modulation that reproduce high dynamic range images by using two SDR imagers that
are optically coupled. As is shown in Figure 1-4, one imager (such as a projector or LED
array) provides spatially varying illumination for a second imager (for example a
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transmissive LCD or reflective print), allowing HDR values to be reproduced by the
combination of the two. This dual image plane design requires that a given HDR input
image be split into two complementary SDR components that drive the coupled systems.
Therefore, there exists an HDR splitting issue for driving HDR displays.

Figure 1-4: Image splitting issue in building HDR display.

Work is just beginning on HDR image splitting algorithms and some of this work is
proprietary, but several algorithms have been published. The most widely used HDR
image splitting method is the luminance square root algorithm [Trentacoste 2007]. It first
converts an input HDR image to XYZ tristimulus values, then takes the square root of the
Y channel and sends this achromatic signal to one image plane, while also sending a
color signal created by composing

Y with

its corresponding X and Z channels to the

other image plane. Under ideal conditions this approach will reproduce the original
!

luminance range of the HDR input, but good color appearance reproduction is not
guaranteed or usually not even considered. Recently, Luka and Ferwerda [Luka 2009]
introduced a variation on the square root algorithm that accommodates HDR displays
with imagers that have unequal response properties. By transitioning from a square root
function to a linear function at low luminance they increased gamut utilization and
8

improved the saturation of dark colors.

Guarnieri et al. [Guarnieri 2008] developed an HDR display for radiological applications
by layering two high quality grayscale medical LCD displays. Due to the critical nature
of the application, they were concerned with the accuracy of the displayed image and
effects of the image splitting algorithm on the visibility of image features. They
developed an optimization-based HDR image splitting algorithm that simultaneously
considered luminance reconstruction errors and spatial parallax errors caused by the
thickness of the layered LCD panels. They approached HDR image splitting as an
optimization problem and have produced an algorithm that typically achieves perfect
luminance reconstruction and minimal parallax errors. When a perfect reconstruction is
not possible, errors are minimized through the application of a visible difference metric.
While this algorithm is based on sound mathematical and perceptual principles, it is
designed to handle grayscale radiological images shown on a dual layer LCD display and
is not directly applicable to the general class of color HDR images or other HDR display
technologies.

1.3 Research goal
The goal of this thesis is to develop a new HDR image splitting algorithm that will create
displayed HDR images with improved image quality and also take image appearance
phenomenon into account by taking a more principled approach to the HDR image
splitting algorithm. To achieve this goal, this thesis work includes building both hardcopy
HDR displays and softcopy HDR display systems, developing new HDR image splitting
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algorithm, and testing the resulting performance by psychophysical methods.

1.3.1 Building HDR displays
For the softcopy HDR display, the previous dual projectors-based HDR display system in
the Munsell Color Science Laboratory (MCSL) built by graduate student Stefan Luka
[Luka 2009] was modified to a single projector-based HDR display. For the hardcopy
HDR display, following the previous work done by Bimber [Bimber 2008], a print-based
HDR display was built. More details on display setups, building the displays, and their
colorimetric performance are described in Chapter 3.

1.3.2 Developing iCAM06-based image splitting algorithm
In color appearance phenomenon, color appearance models or image appearance models
are involved. The image appearance model iCAM06 was incorporated proving to be an
efficient model for both preference and accuracy in the rendering of SDR displays split
into a single HDR image. The ultimate goal is to make the recombined image approach
its actual appearance in a given viewing condition as close as possible. More details on
iCAM06 algorithm and its implementation into HDR and image splitting algorithm is
found in Chapter 4.

1.3.3 Testing the performance of HDR image splitting methods
Since observers are the final output of HDR display systems, the best way to verify an
algorithm’s performance is through psychophysical studies. In this project, both single
rating and pair comparison psychophysical procedures are employed to compare the
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performance of the iCAM06-based HDR image splitting method to the widely used
square root luminance method. For the convenience of conducting the experiments, only
a softcopy (projector-based) HDR display is employed to collect the observers’ response.

1.4 Document structure
After the present chapter, which serves as an introduction to this study, Chapter 2 will
give an overview of previous work relating to this research interest and including an
introduction to color science, color and image appearance, HDR image capture, storage,
HDR displays, the human visual system, tone-mapping operators, and HDR image
splitting algorithms. Chapter 3 describes the detailed process of building both a printbased and a projector-based HDR display. The new iCAM06-based image splitting
algorithm is then described in detail in Chapter 4. Next, Chapter 5 illustrates experiment
framework to compare the splitting algorithms’ performance between the new method
and the widely used square root method. Finally, conclusions and some possible future
directions are available in Chapter 6.
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2 Literature Review
This literature review describes the previous work that relates to this thesis project. It
covers the basic theory of color science, color management, and state-of-art descriptions
of the HDR digital imaging pipeline and HDR image splitting algorithms.

2.1 Colorimetry, color appearance and image appearance
Colorimetry is the science and technology used to quantify and describe physically
human color perception [Ohno 2009]. According to a classic color science book by
Wyszecki and Stiles [Wyszecki 1982], colorimetry falls into two categories: (1) basic
colorimetry and (2) advanced colorimetry.

The basic colorimetry describes the nature of color perception, how to quantify this
perception by measurement device and judgment of whether two visual stimuli match.
Many of the basic colorimetry problems of color differences, chromatic adaptation, and
color appearance are well defined and solved. Advanced colorimetry finally leads to the
color appearance of color stimuli presented to the observer in complicated surroundings.
Next, image appearance models that include spatial and temporal vision properties for
image difference evaluation or HDR image rendering are also studied.

2.1.1 Basic colorimetry
In color perception, the three necessary elements are objects, light sources, and the
human visual system.
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For the study of light sources, the CIE (International Commission on Illumination)
published a series of well-known standard illuminants such as CIE standard illuminant A,
D65 and D50. More detailed information can be found on the CIE website [CIE 2003]:
These standard illuminants provide a basis for comparing colors recorded under different
lighting.

For the study of objects, light interacts with the object material by reflection,
transmission and absorption with terms of reflectance (ratio of reflected energy to the
incident energy), transmittance (ratio of transmitted energy to the incident energy) and
absorbance (ratio of absorbed energy to the incident energy). Accurate measurement of
theses parameters are needed to quantify color perception. These parameters are not only
a function of wavelength, but also a function of the illumination and viewing geometry.
The CIE recommends measurement geometry (bidirectional 45/0 and hemispherical d/0),
explained in the Principles of Color Techonology [Berns 2000], but to get a complete
measurement of these parameters, bidirectional reflectance distribution functions
(BRDFs) need to be obtained requiring a thorough point-wise measurement of object
reflectance taking both light source input angles and output angles into account. More
information on BRDF definitions and BRDF models (such as Ward model [Ward 1992]
and Cook-Torrance model [Torrance 1967]) can be found in the Digital Modeling of
Material Appearance [Dorsey 2008].

For study of human visual system, there are rods and cones receptors in the retina that
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facilitate human perception. Color perception is first mediated by cones with sensitivity
in the long (L(λ)), middle (M(λ)) and short wavelength (S(λ)) region of the spectra. To
further develop the relation between cones’ spectral response function and calculation of
color perception, color matching experiments were first performed in 1931 to drive the
color matching functions (CMFs) of a small number of color normal observers. They
were later transformed to XYZ primaries to eliminate the negative values and force one
of the functions equal to the CIE 1924 photonic luminous efficiency function (V(λ)).
Later, they were adopted by the CIE as the CIE 1931 standard observer and are widely
used to calculate color perception in the industry. Several years later, the CIE 1964
standard observer was proposed to extend the viewing angle from 2° to 10°. The research
interests in defining color matching functions is ongoing. In 2006, the CIE 2006 model is
defined as a convenient framework for calculating CMFs for any field size between 1°
and 10° and age between 20 and 80 years [Fairchild 2007].

By knowing the relevant parameters of objects, light sources and the human visual
system, color could be digitally defined by XYZ tristimulus values. But there are several
limits of the XYZ color space (uniformity issue and etc.) leading to the development of
opponent color spaces such as CIELAB, CIELUV, etc. Since it is not intended to provide
complete details about colorimetry here, more details and information are available in the
textbooks of [Wyszecki 1982], [Berns 2000] and [Hunt 2005].
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2.1.2 Color appearance model
In everyday life, color is not viewed alone as the surrounding environment also has a big
effect on color perception and as the human visual system adapts to this environment.
Furthermore, there are various color appearance phenomena (listed in Table 2-1) that fail
to be accounted for in basic colorimetry.

Note that for the study of these effects listed in Table 2-1, viewing flare is usually not
considered. For example, the Bartleson-Breneman that the darker the surround, the less
perceived contrast is opposite to our daily life experience since when we view image in a
dark surround, we will feel that the contrast is increasing comparing to the surround with
the a light turned on. This is because of flare in the viewing condition which is very
difficult to avoid without careful control.

The various color appearance models, such as the Nayatani et al. model [Nayatani 1990],
the Hunt model [Hunt 1994], the RLAB model [Fairchild 1996]; CIECAM97 model [CIE
1998] and CIECAM02 [CIE 2004] were developed to incorporate these phenomenon on
color perception.

Though the detailed equations of each model differ a lot from each other, these models
proceed with the following three main steps: (1) Chromatic adaptation: the estimation of
the color perception under different light sources, (2) Nonlinear response compression:
conversion from XYZ to a cone fundamental space such as LMS et al., and (3) the
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computation of perceptual appearance correlate that usually include lightness, brightness,
hue, chroma, colorfulness and saturation.

Table 2-1: Color appearance phenomenon [Fairchild 2005].
Color appearance
phenomenon

Example

Explanation
Shift in color appearance when the
background color is changed.

Simultaneous contrast

Increased in perceived color difference
magnitude due to the similarity of
background and stimuli.
Apparent mixture of a color stimulus with
its surround.

Crispening
Spreading

Perceived hue changes with luminance.
Plot shows the wavelength shift required
to maintain a constant hue.

Bezold-Brucke hue shift

Perceived hue changes with colorimetric
purity.
Plot shows constant hue in the CIE 1931
chromaticity diagram.
Brightness depends on luminance and
chromaticity. Plot shows contours of
constant brightness-to-luminance ratio.

Abney effect

H-K effect

Colorfulness increases with luminance.
Plot shows corresponding chromaticities
across changes in luminance.

Hunt effect

Perceived lightness contrast increases with
increasing adapting luminance.

Stevens effect

Nonselective samples do not appear
neutral under strongly chromatic
illumination.

Helson-Judd effect

Perceived image contrast changes with
surround. As the surround gets darker,
perceived image contrast will decrease.

Bartleson-Breneman
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These models are capable of predicting the appearance of spatially simple color stimuli
under a wide variety viewing conditions. However, such models do not directly
incorporate any of the spatial or temporal properties of human vision and the perception
of complex stimuli such as images. Therefore, there is research interest in developing
image appearance models for when a stimulus is observed in practice in a much more
complicated viewing environment than a uniform field under a given luminance.

2.1.3 Image appearance model
Image appearance models account for more complex changes in visual response by
extending color appearance models to include spatial vision, temporal vision and image
quality properties [Fairchild 2005]. Therefore, given an input images and viewing
conditions, an image appearance model can provide perceptual attributes of each pixel by
taking human visual system into account.

The first stage of the development of image appearance models is to incorporate
convolution kernels to approximate the contrast sensitivity function (CSF) of the human
visual system [Zhang 1996]. Therefore the information that is less sensitive to human
perception is removed when evaluating per-pixel image differences. Later, other spatial
models are developed: CVDM [Elaine 1998], Sarnoff Model [Lubin 1997], and MOM
[Pattanaik 1998]. However, these models are either not powerful enough for general
image appearance prediction or computational expensive: therefore, iCAM [Johnson
2003] was developed to combine the knowledge about color appearance, spatial vision
and color difference into a single model. The basic idea is to first use a low-pass filter to
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get an adapting image for calculating per-pixel based chromatic adaptation, then use an
exponential function to modulate image (a kind of gamma factor) at a per-pixel basis.
The iCAM image appearance model accounts for local image information and therefore
shows great potential in image appearance prediction, image difference metrics and HDR
image rendering.

Based on the iCAM framework, iCAM06 was developed especially for HDR image
rendering applications with some improvements to achieve more pleasant and accurate
HDR rendering [Kuang 2007]:

(1) Bilateral filter technique: to separate the image into a base-layer and a detail-layer by
utilizing its edge-preserving feature. The base layer is obtained using a non-linear
bilateral filter where each pixel is weighted by the product of a Gaussian filter in the
spatial domain and another Gaussian filter in the intensity domain (shown in Eqs. (2-1)
and (2-2)).

Js =
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(2-1)
(2-2)

p"#

Where Is is the intensity value for pixel s. k(s) is a normalization term, f() is a Gaussian
function in the spatial domain with the space kernel scale σs and g() is another Gaussian
function in the intensity domain with its range kernel scale σr. The space kernel scale σs
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affects the size of the considered neighborhood and the range kernel scale σr controls the
amplitude of the edge. σs is similar to the common Gaussian blur application. The bigger
the σs, the more neighborhood is included in the result and higher accuracy is achieved at
the sacrifice of lower computation speed. The bigger the σr, the faster the computational
speed but less edge information will be preserved. An example is provided in Figure 2-1
[Paris 2007], to preserve more image details, range scale σr that relates how accurate the
edge information can be preserved is a more critical setting.

σr

Figure 2-1: Illustration of bilateral filter theory.

To achieve both a satisfying result and reasonable computational speed, σs is set to
empirical value of 2% of the image size and σr is set to a constant value of 0.35 [Kuang
2007]. With bilateral filtering technique, edge and detail information of the original input
image are better preserved.
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(2) Replace the simple non-linear local gamma correction in iCAM with the
photoreceptor response functions from previous color appearance research. It uses a
linear von Kries normalization of the spectral sharpened RGB image signals by the RGB
adaptation white image signals at each pixel location.
(3) Extend to a larger range of luminance by incorporating scotopic and photopic vision.
The rods’ and cones’ response functions are calculated separately and the final tone
compression response is a sum of the two.
(4) Simulate the colorfulness changes predicted by Hunt effect by incorporating a
luminance dependent local colorfulness enhancement module.
(5) Simulate the contrast change suggested by the Stevens effect by incorporating a
luminance dependent local contrast enhancement module.
(6) Simulate Bartleson-Breneman surround effect by incorporating a luminance
dependent correction module.

Steps (4) to (6) are done in IPT color space. First, the tone-compressed RGB signals are
converted back to CIE XYZ image and combined with the detail image layer. Next, the
combined CIE XYZ image is converted into the IPT uniform opponent color space. P and
T adjustments are used to predict Hunt effect, and a power function is applied to the I
channel in IPT space to account for Bartleson-Breneman surround effect [Kuang 2007].
More details can be found in Chapter 4.
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2.2 HDR image capture
Two media (film and an electronic image sensor) are usually involved in photography.
Though the basic techniques of the two are quite different, they share many common
features. For better understanding, comparisons of the two are listed in Table 2-2
[McCann 2010].

The lens and camera body are the same for film and the digital camera processes. The
sensor processing is different, one is mainly chemical process and the other one is digital
image processing, but the basic imaging principles of the two are the same. Therefore, in
order to enhance the dynamic range of these two media, they can share a similar idea of
using the multi-exposure technique which will be described later in this Chapter. The
difference is that they will be conducted differently based on their individual medium
characteristics. Detailed descriptions of extending the dynamic range of film and digital
cameras will be described in separated section.

Table 2-2: Comparison of film and digital camera.
Components
Lens
Camera
Sensor
Sensor processing
Storage
Reproduction

Film
Aperture, F number,
coating, resolution
Volume, surface
Resolution, spectral &
dynamic range
Developer, stop bath,
hypo, hypo clearing,
tone, wash (B&W).
Dry negative
Print
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Digital
Same
Same
Same
A/D, noise reduction,
de-mosaic, sharpening,
color enhancement.
Digital file
Display

2.2.1 Capture by film scanning
Film camera records a nearly 10,000:1 dynamic range by film emulsions [Reinhard
2006]. To record the full log range of the negative film in an HDR format, a film scanner
with know response curve needs to be used. Once a scanner’s file format is obtained, it is
then “developed” this file at several different exposures and merged into one image in
HDR format.

2.2.2 Capture by digital camera
To better illustrate the HDR image capture issues for a digital camera, the image
processing pipeline of a typical digital camera is illustrated in Figure 2-2 [Liu 2002]. The
light passes through the lens and is projected on the color filter array (CFA) then
converted into electrical signal by the CCD. Next, the signal is amplified by the
automatic gain control (AGC) and converted into a digital signal by an ADC (analog to
digital converter). Finally, the image is processed (demosiacing, auto white balance, color
correction, gamma correction, etc.), enhanced, compressed (such as JPEG), then stored.

Since the lens is merely a passive element that refocuses the incoming light, the
limitation of dynamic range is caused mainly by sensor structure design. It is quite
difficult to improve the sensor’s ability to capture the dynamic range of a real scene,
since, for sensor manufactures, there are tradeoffs between dynamic range and contrast,
pixel size and noise level, and etc., and for most current cameras, the captured range is
limited approximately to several thousand to 1 [Nakamura 2006], still far from capturing
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the real world dynamic range. Figure 2-3 provides a concrete example that illustrates
some of these tradeoffs.

Figure 2-2: Digital camera image processing diagram [Liu 2002].

Figure 2-3: Images taken at nine exposure times [Fairchild 2008].
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In this example, a tree with yellowish leaves in direct sunlight produces high luminance
while the rock near the lake is quite dark. If the camera’s exposure is set to capture detail
in the rock, the bright tree is blown out and the its detail lost. If we set the camera’s
exposure to capture detail in the tree, the rock will be totally dark and no detail preserved.
Therefore we need several separate shots from the traditional camera to make each pixel
from the bright tree to the dark rock properly exposed.

2.2.2.1 Multi exposure capture
In order to take HDR image using a traditional camera, the most accessible way is to take
more than one photograph of the same scenes covering different exposure times from
under-exposed to over-exposed images. The flowchart is illustrated in Figure 2-4. There
are three main steps for merging these images taken at various exposure times into one
HDR image.

First is linearization, which involves measuring the tone curves of the camera. They can
be measured by taking images of step-chart or OECF chart under uniform illumination
(lightbooth or 45° projecting light on both sides) or by sampling the camera response
function at each pixel under the scene captured at different exposures [Debevec 1997],
[Mitsunaga 1999].
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Figure 2-4: Flowchart of the multi-exposure technique.

Next is image registration which is a crucial part of final image quality since HDR
capture involves taking several images and it is rare that the camera can be held stable
during capture. There are several techniques developed in the past years that account for
camera and object movement in a scene by estimation motion variance [Kang 2003].
MTB (mean threshold bitmap) is proposed by Greg Ward that finds the least shift errors
of all pixels to achieve best image alignment [Ward 2003].

Finally, the final HDR image is computed as a weighted sum of these images. Mann used
the derivative of the system response curve as the weighting function [Mann 1995];
Robertson used a Gaussian-like function as the weighting function [Robertson 2000]. The
latter work assumes that the mid-range pixels are more reliable. The weighting function
reflects the certainty with which the value of an individual pixel in any of the input
images is known. Therefore, after weighting by these functions, corresponding pixels
may be averaged across exposures and each pixel value could be calculated.
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2.2.2.2 Direct capture
In recent years, sensors which can capture a full dynamic range of a scene in a single shot
have been developed and some are commercially available: the Autobrite cameras from
SMaL Camera Technologies, the SpheroCam HDR panoramic camera (shown in Figure
2-8) from Spheron VR and the Ladybug spherical camera from Point Grey Research. One
example is placing an optical mask with spatially varying transmittance adjacent to a
conventional image detector array thereby giving adjacent pixels on the detector different
exposures of the scene [Nayar 2000], thus makes the capture of an outstanding HDR
image in a single pass possible. The final HDR image is reconstructed by aggregation and
interpolation. This technology has the advantage of producing an HDR image in real time
and is applicable to moving scenes. The shortcoming is that most current equipment are
very expensive and thus limited to commercial use.

But with more and more attention on HDR capture, an HDR camera will be available to
the consumer market in the near future. Recently, iPhone 4 developed a new HDR feature
that takes 3 frames at different exposure times and merges then into one HDR image.
After tone-mapping, it can be directly viewed on the retina display of an iPhone 4. The
whole process takes about 5-10 seconds, and for the scene with higher dynamic range, the
final tone-mapped image quality (better color reproduction, more detail, more contrast,
etc.) is quite satisfying than that of the single-exposure image, therefore future HDR
capture applications should not be limited to the DSLR camera market since it already
has demonstrated potential in camera cell phone market.
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Figure 2-5: SpheroCam HDR panoramic camera picture [Sphero 2010].

2.3 HDR image formats
Traditional RGB image formats are tailored for traditional display devices, therefore the
color gamut is constrained by red, green and blue monitor phosphors and the luminance
encoding is often limited to 2 orders of magnitude. Formats such as JPEG and GIF
provide 8 bits per color channel, RAW and PNG offer up to 16 bits per color channel, but
most of them represent exactly the same color gamut. So they are still not capable of
encoding HDR image information.

There is a need for a common format that could be understood by both HDR capture and
HDR display to better encode color gamut and luminance of the real world scenes that
facilitates the HDR digital imaging pipeline. Requirements [Ward 2006] for encoding
HDR image are listed below followed by a review of a few of the main HDR image
formats from Ward’s study on HDR image formats.
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(1) Luminance encoding: the quantization error should be below 1% with more than
12 orders of magnitude.
(2) Faithfully represent the full visible color gamut.
(3) Better correlate with perceptually uniform luminance and good color resolution to
be able to encode any image with fidelity as close to the human vision’s
discerning ability.

2.3.1 Higher Precision Encodings
The simplest way for HDR image storage is to extend the RGB components to 32-bit
floats point directly like the 96-bit IEEE TIFF. Obviously it has high enough precision,
but the resulting huge size multiplier (up to 36MB as an uncompressed) will cause a lot
of trouble in storage and compression, thus limits its real application.

2.3.2 Pixar Log Encoding (TIFF)
This format was proposed by Pixar for use in film recording since film has a greater
dynamic range than a standard 24-bit/pixel image and a logarithmic encoding for RGB
values. By utilizing this representation, this format was able to encode a dynamic range
of about 3.8 orders of magnitude in 0.4% steps [Holzer 2008] meeting the requirement of
the 1% luminance visible JND threshold [Ward 2006]. However, this format has limited
application since it was used internally at Pixar and is not well-known to the computer
graphics community. Besides, it does not cover the whole visible gamut.
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2.3.3 Radiance RGBE/XYZE Encoding
The Radiance RGBE format is probably the most widespread in the HDR imaging
community. It has one byte for the red, one byte for the green, one byte for the blue and
one for a common exponent used as a scaling factor on the three channels as is shown in
Figure 2-6. Thus it has 32 bits/pixel covering a luminance range of over 76 orders of
magnitude at the expense of absolute accuracy, which is still about of about 1% and is
just sufficient for surpassing human perception [Holzer 2008]. Besides, since it only
supports positive RGB values, it cannot represent all colors of the visible gamut [Ward
1998].

Figure 2-6: Bit distribution of Radiance RGBE/XYZE [Holzer 2008].

To fix this problem, XYZE was developed which uses the “imaginary” primaries of the
CIE XYZ color space instead of the “real” primaries thus extending the range of color to
the entire visible gamut [Ward 2006].

2.3.4 SGI LogLuv (TIFF)
SGI LogLuv was proposed by Ward at SGI to create a more efficient or perceptual-based
encoding than Radiance RGBE. This encoding is based on visual perception and
designed such that the quantization steps match human contrast and color detection
thresholds. There are two different variants of the LogLuv format, and similar to the idea
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of JPEG YCC encoding, they both separate the luminance logarithmically and
chrominance values (CIE u’v’) linearly in separate channels, as shown in Table 2-3
below. The first variant (LogLuv24) is able to cover a dynamic range of 4.8 orders of
magnitude in uniform 1.1% steps but causes visible artifacts due to the limited luminance
range [Roimela 2006]. The second variant (LogLuv32) consists of 15-bit encoding of
luminance covering a range of 38 orders of magnitude in 0.3% steps [Ward 2006]. Both
variants are a part of Leffler’s TIFF library [Ward 2006].

Table 2-3: Variants of the LogLuv format.
Variants

Luminance Chrominance

LogLuv24

10 bits

14 bits

LogLuv32

16 bits

16 bits

Diagram

2.3.5 ILM OpenEXR (EXR)
Starting in 1999, Industrial Light and Magic (ILM) developed OpenEXR, a HDR image
file format for use in digital visual effects production. In early 2003, ILM published open
source code for reading and writing the OpenEXR image format.

It supports 32-bit floating point precision per component, but its primary form is a 16-bit
floating point per RGB-primary encoding (half-format) divided into 1 sign bit, 5
exponent and 10 mantissa bits [Holzer 2008]. This half format supports de-normalized
numbers, positive and negative infinities and NaNs. It is able to covert the entire visible
gamut and a dynamic range of 10.7 orders with relative precision of 0.1% [Ward 2006].
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Since it is identical to the half data type in NVIDIA’s Cg graphics language, there is a
convenient transplantation from OpenEXR image directly to the current NVIDIA GPUs.
All these unique features of OpenEXR make it a good fit for high-quality image
processing and storage applications [Kainz 2009].

2.3.6 Microsoft/HP scRGB encoding
A new set of encodings named scRGB for an HDR image representation has been
proposed by Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard (HP). This grew out of the sRGB
specification widely used for SDR encodings. The scRGB standard is divided into two
parts, one employing 48 bits/pixel in an RGB encoding and the other employing 36
bits/pixel either as RGB or YCC. In the 48 bits/pixel encoding, though it considerably
improves sRGB, it cannot represent the full gamut at higher luminance levels reducing its
precision and limiting its dynamic range to about 3.5 orders of magnitude [Ward 2006].
In the 36 bits/pixel encoding, though it uses 25% fewer bits, its dynamic range is 3.2
orders close to 48-bit version. But it has similar disadvantages at the top end of the gamut
with less dynamic range limiting its commercial use and requires further improvement
[Holzer 2008].

2.4 Human visual system and HDR tone mapping
The human eye acts like a camera. The cornea is a transparent structure in the front of the
eye that helps focus incoming light. The Iris is behind the cornea and it has an adjustable
circular opening called the pupil similar to the aperture of the camera. The incoming light
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is finally focused onto a light sensitive membrane call the retina that is illustrated in
Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7: Human eye [González 2008].

Through local adaptation, the human visual system can perceive a dynamic range about
10,000:1 [McHugh 2011] exceeding the capabilities of conventional display techniques
by several orders of magnitude. Therefore to reduce this dynamic range discrepancy and
display an image with realism, HDR tone mapping techniques are actively being studied.

2.4.1 Tone mapping problems
In order to fit the dynamic range of a HDR scene into a SDR display, the simplest way is
by scaling or clipping, but this technique is far from reproducing an accurate visual
appearance of the scene since many information (such as loss of detail) from original
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scene are lost. To solve this problem, visual models are used when mapping dynamic
range. The ultimate goal is to reproduce the visual appearance of the original scene on a
SDR display. Current tone mapping operators could be classified as global operators or
local operators.

2.4.2 Tone mapping operators
The HDRI book [Reinhard 2006] gives a good review of a number of tone mapping
operators intended to map HDR images to SDR displays.

2.4.2.1 Global operators
For a global operator, every pixel in the image is mapped the same way by a non-linear
functions based on the luminance and other global variables independent of a pixel’s
position. One global image adjustment tool is the Photoshop Curve Tool which take input
tone scale and selectively stretches or compress them. Similar to the “S-curve” that
applied to film industry, a “S-curve” for this global adjustment can add contrast to the
midtones that are perceptually more important at the expense of shadows and highlights.
This technique has the advantage that it is simple and fast, but with the sacrifice of some
detail information.

Previous work includes the Miller brightness-ratio-preserving operator and the TumblinRushmeier brightness-preserving operator. Both operators tend to preserve the brightness;
the difference is that Tumblin-Rushmeier operator attempts to preserve the brightness
values instead of preserving brightness ratios before and after compression. Besides the
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brightness-ratio-preserving operators that aim to preserve the brightness sensation, there
are also operators that focus on preserving contrast such as the Ward contrast-based scale
factor and the Ferwerda model of visual adaptation. The difference is that Ferwerda et al.
added a scotopic component to the photopic component. Other work done on global
operators include Ward histogram adjustment [Ward 1997], sigmoid transformation
[Braun 1999], etc.

2.4.2.2 Local operators
Unlike global operators which apply the identical mapping function on all pixels, local
operators assume that a viewer does not adapt to the scene as a whole, but to smaller
regions changing each pixel according to its position and different local operators
handling the local adjustment differently. Previous works include Retinex [Land 1977],
Retinex-based adaptive filter [Meylan 2005], Multiscale observer model (MOM)
[Pattanaik 1998], Bilateral filtering technique [Durand 2002], iCAM [Johnson 2003],
iCAM06 [Kuang 2003] and etc.

Retinex is a word derived from “retina” and “cortex” suggesting that both the eye and the
brain are involved in the processing. Retinex theory explains how the visual system
extracts reliable information from the world despite changes of illumination, which is the
color constancy problem in color science world. The conclusion is that the perceived
color of a unit area could be separated into three parts (long, middle and short) in the
retina depending on not the absolute value of light but the reflectance of objects [Land
1977]. Retinex-based adaptive filtering could be seen as the application of Retinex
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theory. Rather than applying a Retinex independently to the R, G, B color channels, they
apply Retinex only to the luminance channel to prevent high contrast losses while, at the
same time, preserve color information [Meylan 2005]. MOM (multiscale observer model)
is based on a multiscale representation of luminance and color processing in the human
visual system [Pattanaik 1998]. It ranks among the more complete color appearance
models. Bilateral filtering is already briefly introduced in Chapter 2 and more details on
its application in iCAM06 HDR rendering could be found in Chapter 4. Different from
the above examples of local operators, the iCAM and iCAM06 models not only aim at
dynamic range reduction, but also serve as image appearance models accounting for
traditional color appearance phenomenon. Other work includes Reinhard’s photographic
tone reproduction operator, Ashikhmin’s operator, etc.

In summary, though the local processing is more complicated than global, local
processing has better performance since local processing can increase both local contrast
and the visibility of some parts of the image. This is quite similar to how human
perception functions and thus allows a better imitation of the human visual system,
therefore leads to better rendered image quality.

2.5 HDR display devices
While the dynamic range of image capture devices can be increased using multiple
capture methods or new imaging sensor technology, high dynamic range display devices
remain another bottleneck in the HDR imaging pipeline. Conventional display systems
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are similar in that their output dynamic ranges are on the order of 100 to 1 with maximum
luminance output levels around 80 cd/m2 and 250 cd/m2 for typical CRT displays and
LCD displays [Xiao 2005]. Let alone the print image, which has even a lower dynamic
range (less than 100:1) due to the limitation of ink properties and optical brightness of the
paper.

In order to provide solutions, research trends lead toward better display devices, which
are capable of displaying images with a dynamic range much more similar to that
encountered in the real world. According to different medium, HDR display devices
could be classified into two major categories: softcopy devices and hard copy devices.

2.5.1 Hardcopy devices
For hardcopy media, there are reflective media and transparent media. But both of them
are inherently LDR and the reasons are illustrated consecutively below:

Reflective media is usually used in printing industry, including traditional ink presses and
digital printing presses, where subtractive color production principles are employed. Inks
with various spectral characteristics absorb particular wavelength of light, which leads to
different color reproduction. The dynamic range of the print image is inherently low,
since it is quite difficult to achieve values in both white and black ends. For white end,
according to colorimetry knowledge, tristimulus values of the white point of reflective
media are determined by both light source and print’s reflectance. Given a light source,
the way to increase luminance of paper white is through using optical brighteners to
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whiten the paper appearance. It usually adopts fluorescent agents, which re-emit light in
the short wavelength region (typically 420-470nm), thus to get more visible light.
However, this could only increase the paper white at a limited extent. As for the black
end, the dyes and pigments have a limited maximum absorption, even if we had best
available absorbing ink, which is generally no better than 99.5% [Reinhard 2006], the
surface of the print itself also reflects light to some extent, thus undermine contrast in the
dark region. Therefore the reflective print media is inherently LDR, with a dynamic range
about 100:1 at best by carefully controlling inks, illumination and background.

Transparent media mostly is designed for projection, such as a 35-mm slide transparency
movie film. Since transparencies rely on a controlled light source and optics, the ambient
environment is under much tighter control, such as in cinema, where transparencies are
viewed in a darkened room with a dark surround. The maximum density, which
determines how dark a transparency can get is only limited by the film chemistry and
printing method. Therefore, though slides and movies are not really HDR, but its
dynamic range (about 1000:1) is bigger than reflective print and has potential to be used
in simple HDR viewers/displays. In order to extend dynamic range of transparent media
and reflective media, HDR still image viewer and reflective HDR display are proposed.

2.5.1.1 HDR still image viewer
The original prototype of HDR still image viewer was created at the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory in 1995 to evaluate HDR tone-mapping operators. Later, it is reviewed and
validated by Ledda [Ledda 2003], and the setup is shown in Figures 2-8 and 2-9.
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Figure 2-8: Photography of HDR viewer [Ledda 2003].

Figure 2-9: Schematic of HDR viewer [Ledda 2003].

It uses three elements: a bright uniform backlight, a pair of layered transparencies and a
set of LEEP ARV-1 optics. Square root luminance method is used to split a single HDR
image into two transparency layers, which will later be combined in the viewer. A
Gaussian blur function is applied to the back layer to reduce misregistration and parallax
between the two layers. Then by subsequently dividing the back layer into the original,
the front image could be formed to compensate for the blurred back layer, thus the
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combination of the two transparency layers is equivalent to adding the densities and the
original HDR view could be achieved by this way. Note that the blurring artifact is less
likely to occur due to alias in human visual system, and this two overlaid transparencies
could achieve a contrast ratio around 10,000:1 [Ledda 2003].

This HDR transparency viewer demonstrates the feasibility of splitting the image into
two layers, which then combined together to produce an HDR view. This idea is of vital
importance to the principles adopted in reflective HDR system and softcopy devices,
which will be explained later.

2.5.1.2 Reflective HDR display
In 2008, Bimber et al. presented a projector-camera system (as is shown in Figure 2-10)
to extend dynamic range of reflective media, such as photographs, radiological paper
prints, ePaper and etc. It also adopts double light modulation and the technique is based
on a secondary modulation of projected light being surface-reflected. And they achieved
physical contrast ratios of 45,000 to 60,000:1 with a peak luminance of more than 2750
cd/m2 [Bimber 2008]. The idea is to figure it out the dynamic range and gamut capability
that could be achieved by the whole system by creating a big LUT, and then square-root
splitting could be applied and the split image could be converted to driving signal of
printer and projector via the LUT. The full printer’s transfer function (printed patch under
projected illumination measured by camera) under a uniform white illumination is
measured by a calibrated camera, then the measured data are rectified and indexed,
storing in a LUT. And the inverse model is simply the inverse LUT calculated by
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interpolation. The HDR splitting strategy for projected image and print image is basically
square-root HDR image splitting but adding more flexibility by changing a, b and γ
value, as is calculated from Eqs. (2-3) to (2-4).

!

I A = TM AB (I HDR )

a
a +b

(2-3)
(2-4)

I B = TM AB (I HDR )! / TA (I A )

Where A is the device (with the bit depth a) with a possibly significantly lower spatial
image resolution compared to device B (with the bit depth b), TA is the linearized transfer
function and TMAB is a tone-mapping operator that limit the dynamic range into the
modulation of A and B. γ could be adjusted by user and it is set to 1 if the final result
must remain linear. The adding of bit depth a and b accounts for the bit depth difference
of two devices and therefore has the potential to achieve more smooth images across the
two layers. When a equals to b, we could see that this image splitting strategy is the same
as the square-root luminance method.

Image modulation basing on this reflective filtering rather than on transmissive filtering
has several advantages in terms of light-throughput and contrast frequency, which is
explained below.

(1) Light-throughput: A reflective secondary modulation of the image is more
efficient

than

traditional

transmissive

basis

image

modulation,

since

approximately 70-90% of the irradiating light is reflected by standard paper
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[Bimber 2008], therefore could lead to striking visual experience than HDR
softcopy systems.

(2) Contrast frequency: In reflective media, the two raster modulators are always
arbitrarily aligned, since the raster resolution of printers is much higher than that
of projectors, the Nyquist-Shannon theorem is always satisfied and visible moiré
patterns are not produced [Bimber 2008]. Therefore, neither the projected nor the
printed image needs to be blurred in order to achieve a high contrast at high
spatial frequencies.

Figure 2-10: Reflective HDR display [Bimber 2008].

2.5.2 Softcopy devices
Softcopy devices include traditional CRT (cathode-ray tube) displays and LCD (Liquid
Crystal Displays), compared to reflective print, their dynamic range increases about 1
order. However, they are still relative low for HDR imaging applications. To better
illustrate the problem, analysis of dynamic range problems of softcopy devices will be
given first and then two types of HDR softcopy displays will be described.
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For typical CRT displays, they are made of vacuum tubes configured to dynamically
control the focus of an electron beam, which strikes a phosphor-coated surface that
converts the energy into photons. Thus the limitation of maximum brightness lies in the
fact that phosphors cannot be excited beyond its given limit. Though each pixel in CRT
could be switched off completely, which leads to the high dynamic range. This is not
useful to the user, since the range is all at the low end, where cannot be well seen under
normal viewing conditions [Reinhard 2006].

Whereas for a conventional LCD (Liquid Crystal Displays), the light emitted at each
pixel is controlled by the polarization state of the liquid crystal, as is shown in Figure 211. Two polarizers and a liquid crystal are used to modulate the light coming from a
uniform backlight, typically a fluorescent tube assembly. The light is polarized by the
first polarizer and transmitted through the liquid crystal where the polarization of the
light is rotated in accordance with the control voltages applied to each pixel of liquid
crystal. Finally, the light exits the LCD by transmission through the second polarizer.
Even in the darkest stage of a pixel, it will always leak small amount of light, which
limits its effective dynamic range, since in order to maintain a reasonable ‘black’ level,
the maximum brightness cannot go too high. The actual dynamic range is usually around
300:1 for a high end LCD and 700:1 for monochromatic specialty LCD [Seetzen 2004].
The dynamic range of an LCD can be improved by adding a second area adaptive rearprojection to reduce the light leaking of the dark state and control the display content.
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Figure 2-11: LCD display inner structure [Plasma 2010].

Softcopy HDR display system prototypes were first revealed in 2004 [Seetzen 2004]. In
their previous work, Sunnybrook Technologies of Vancouver, Canada (now a part of
Dolby Inc.) proposed two designs: (1) a projector-based display and (2) a light-emitting
diode (LED)-based display. Both display systems are operated under the same principle
of dual modulation using a high intensity, low-resolution image provided by a second
display and a LCD panel that functions as an optical filter of programmable transparency.

2.5.2.1 Projector-based HDR display
The prototype employed an Optoma DLP projector, optics and a high-resolution LCD
panel as the basic components. Details on system setup and device information are shown
in Figure 2-12, Figure 2-13 and Table 2-4. The color content of the HDR image is
displayed on the LCD plane and the dynamic range is increased by double modulating the
projected light and the LCD programmable transparency. A Frensel lens and a diffuser
are insert in a queue close to the LCD front panel. Frensel lens are used to collimate the
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projected light into a narrow viewing angle for maximum brightness of the display and to
avoid color distortion due to diverging light passing through the LCD color filters. The
diffuser is used to redistribute the collimated light for the convenience of viewing.

Figure 2-12: Sunnybrook Technologies’ projector-based HDR display [Seetzen 2004].

Since almost perfect alignment of projected image and LCD image is impractical to
achieve and impossible to maintain at sub-pixel level, to avoid moiré patterns and
alignment artifacts, the projector image is blurred based on the point spread function
(PSF). The blur is compensated for by sharpening LCD image, basing on inverse filtering
information.

Table 2-4: HDR display elements.
DLP projector

Optoma DLP EzPro737

The second light modulator

Optics

Fresnel lens, standard LCD diffuser

Coupling devices

LCD

15’’ XGA Sharp color LCD

Front panel for final view
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In order to reduce unnecessary losses of energy, the color wheel from the projector is
removed. Color is generated by the LCD plane and the dynamic range is increased by
light modulated by the projector. Since the DLP has a dynamic range of 800:1 and LCD a
dynamic range of 300:1, the theoretical dynamic range of the display is 240,000:1.
Imperfections in the optical path introduce noise that reduces the dynamic range to a
measured 54,000:1. And the measured maximum luminance is about 2700 cd/m2 [Seetzen
2004]. This prototype serves as a valuable tool for research since all the components are
commercially available. However, due to its size and cost, and inefficiency, its
application in commercial markets is limited. Therefore another prototype with rear LED
backlight was developed.

Figure 2-13: Sunnybrook Technologies’ projector-based display [Seetzen 2004].

2.5.2.2 Dual layer LCD display
Guarnieri et al. developed an HDR display for radiological applications by layering two
high quality grayscale medical LCD displays [Guarnieri 2008]. This idea actually is quite
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similar to a HDR still image viewer since the dynamic range is achieved by adding
another layer to double modulate the light. Two grayscale IDTech 18’’ LCD panels are
aligned to form a dual layer display. In this way, the global transmittance is the pointwise
product of the transmittances of the two panels and the theoretical dynamic range is
squared.

A prototype of the dual layer LCD display is shown in Figure 2-14. On the left half of the
screen, the dual layer display is fully exploited. For comparison, the right half of the
screen simulate the appearance of a traditional LCD display by setting the backpanel with
uniform white illumination and displaying the image on the front panel. The black level
on the left side is much improved which also has higher peak luminance (500 cd/m2),
hence higher dynamic range (more than 50,000:1) and improved bit depth [Guarnieri
2008].

Figure 2-14: Prototype of dual layer LCD display [Guarnieri 2008].
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2.5.2.3 LED-based HDR display
To overcome the obstacles (big size, inefficient power consumption and etc.) of a
projector-based HDR display, an HDR display system with LED backlight design is
proposed. The prototype starts using monochromatic LED at first and the later version is
using RGB LED backlight. For the prototype proposed at 2004, it used a 12mm Lumiled
Luxeon, 1 Watt, white LEDs with hexagonal close-packing illustrated in Figures 2-15
and 2-16. Each LED is individually controlled over its entire dynamic range with 1024
addressable steps. 760 LEDs have been mounted behind a 18.1” L.G. Philips LCD panel
with a 500:1 dynamic range and 1280

1024 resolution. Since the LEDs can be turned

off completely, resulting a really dark state, the dynamic range of this system is
extremely high. With a rough estimate in the extreme luminance values, the dynamic
range is more than 200,000:1 [Seetzen 2004].

Figure 2-15: Inner structure of LED-based HDR display [Seetzen 2004].
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Figure 2-16: Spatial color mixing between LED and LCD [Seetzen 2004].

The challenge of this prototype is spatial color mixing, since the resolution of the LED
and LCD are hugely different. A typical rendering process for this prototype is plotted in
Figure 2-17.

Figure 2-17: Rendering process for a LED-based HDR display.
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The image is first down-sample to the LED resolution, then convolved with PSF to
render the backlight image at LCD resolution. The LCD image is calculated by division
between the original input image and the LED image at LCD resolution.

The technology of this LED-based HDR display is quite mature, but the current cost of
high-output LEDs remains high. However, as the market grows, the price will drop
rapidly. Therefore the LED-based HDR display is quite promising in the near future.

2.6 HDR image splitting algorithms
The purpose of this section is to give a review of previous work on HDR image splitting
algorithm. As is described in Chapter 1, there is HDR image splitting issue when building
HDR display systems. A HDR image splitting algorithm is required to split the input
HDR image into two SDR images. The combination of the two parts will have a extended
dynamic range. Since HDR display technology is a relatively new research area that
started around 2002, there is not much previous work on HDR image splitting algorithms
and what has been done is proprietary.

2.6.1 Luminance square root image splitting
One simple strategy for image splitting is to calculate the square root of the luminance
and use this to drive the backlight, as is illustrated in Figure 2-18.
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Figure 2-18: Luminance square root method for HDR image splitting.

This algorithm starts with the assumption that the two planes (color LCD front plane and
achromatic DLP projector backlight) in the display have linear response functions and
similar dynamic range. The input HDR image is first transformed to XYZ tristimulus
values. Then the square root of the Y channel is calculated and two SDR images are
created. One is an achromatic image that corresponds to the

Y channel.

color image that is formed by dividing the original Y channel by
!

Y and

The other is a
composing the

result with its corresponding X and Z channels. Due to imperfection of the optics used in
!

the system, point spread function is convolved with backlight image to simulate the
blurring. Though PSF of each pixel is different, it is not practical to measure each pixel’s
PSF and would be too computational expensive for rendering. Therefore one estimated
PSF (basing on the measurement result) is used for all pixels. Finally, both images are
converted to RGB and corrected by each display’s response LUT.
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Assuming ideal display response properties, the square root method should be able to
accurately reproduce the luminance values of any input image that falls within the HDR
display’s dynamic range. However, this method uniformly distributes quantization errors
across the two layers. So if the two layers do not have identical components, asymmetric
splitting is proposed to maximum color gamut. Loss of color saturation is a common
artifact associated with this algorithm [Luka 2009].

2.6.2 Optimization-based image splitting
This method is proposed by Guarnieri et al. for a dual LCD layer HDR display system. A
stacked monochrome LCD display is used with two panels placed sandwiched together
and the whole system is subjected to parallax error if the user is not orthogonal to the
panel. To reduce this error introduced by off-axis view, Guarnieri et al. start with the
luminance square root method and apply spatial filtering to reduce parallax errors. In the
reference [Guarnieri 2008], two optimization-based methods are proposed:

Method 1: constrained filtering of the backpanel.
A simple improvement on the square root method is to use a lowpass filter to blur the
backlight image. However, this is not a trivial task. Since, if a linear lowpass filter is
used, there is possibility that half the pixels in the backpanel will be darker than the
square root of the input luminance Lin, and the corresponding pixels in the frontpanel will
be brighter. Therefore white clipping can occur, introducing a distortion in the
reconstructed image.
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To provide a solution, Guarnieri et al. proposed to use a constrained lowpass filter rather
than a simple linear lowpass filter to compute the backpanel luminance, as is illustrated
from Eqs. (2-5) to (2-6).

Lb (x, y) ! Lin (x, y)
L f (x, y) =

Lin (x, y)
! Lin (x, y)
Lb (x, y)

(2-5)
(2-6)

Where Lin(x,y) represents the luminance of the input image at pixel location (x,y) and
with the Lf(x,y) and Lb(x,y) the luminance of the backpanel and frontpanel respectively.
The backpanel Lb(x,y) computed in the way meets by definition that illustrated in Eq. (25). Consequently, the frontpanel Lf(x,y) computed by division is upper bounded by the
square root (shown in Eq. (2-6)), which is lower than the white level, provided that the
input image is suitably scaled and clipping is avoided [Guarnieri 2008].

Method 2: Backpanel generation by constrained optimization.
Method 2 could be thought as a revision based on method 1 that has an asymmetric
nature. It works well in the presence of dark details on a light background since the
constrained lowpass filter tends to produce a uniform backpanel and detail is reproduced
only on the frontpanel. However, in the case of light details on a dark background, visible
parallax error occurred. Therefore to solve this problem, method 2 works on improving
the implementations of the constrained lowpass filter by deriving better constrains.
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Suppose the dynamic range of LCD panel is d, then each pixel of the two panels has a
normalized transmittance between 1/d and 1, and both panels do not saturated, as is
shown in Eqs. (2-7) and (2-8).

1
1 L (x, y)
! Lb (x, y) ! 1, ! in
!1
d
d Lb (x, y)
max{Lin (x, y),1 / d} ! Lb (x, y) ! min{dLin (x, y),1}

(2-7)

(2-8)

Note that this only satisfies the condition that dynamic range of input image is less than
d2, so the input image should be pre-processed in order to remove any exceedingly dark
pixels. Weber’s law is adopted to approximate the eye response and the perceived
distortion introduced by a displacement in the backlight panel image is calculated
according to Eq. (2-8).

E(x, y) =

Lb (x + !x, y + !y) " Lb (x, y)
Lb (x, y)

(2-9)

Subjected to the constraint provided in Eq. (2-7), the optimization is aimed to reduce
mean E calculated by Eq. (2-9). The algorithm could find the optimal images for both
panels that result has least parallax errors.

2.6.3 Full color image splitting
The luminance square root method severely limits the gamut of a full color display.
Because when the target XYZ value moves away from the display neutral, the peak
luminance achievable for that chromaticity decreases. If the luminance square root
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method is adopted for this kind of color, the backlight signal will be too low and the front
panel will not have sufficient headroom to compensate for bright colors, causing loss of
gamut especially along the blue primary as shown in Figure 2-19 [Luka 2009].

In order to provide a solution, Luka proposed a full color image splitting method that
computes the square root of luminance along the dominant primary to find the largest
value of square root of multiplication of the inverted primary matrix and the target XYZ
value, as is shown in Eq. (2-10). Therefore, for those target colors that deviate from the
neutral region (especially blue region), the backlight panel is capable of providing the
luminance that compensate for the luminance loss of LCD front panel.
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After correction, the improvement is plotted in Figure 2-20 [Luka 2009]. We could see
that this simple modification solves the problem of headroom for bright colors. However,
it will still underutilize darker colors near the edge of the gamut, which could also be
seen from Figure 2-20.
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Figure 2-19: Gamut waste (blue region) of luminance square-root method [Luka 2009].

Figure 2-20: Inaccessible colors (blue) of luminance square-root method [Luka 2009].

2.6.4 Model-based image splitting
To get deep, saturated colors, Luka proposed a modified square root calculation that uses
a linear function at low luminance to increase gamut utilization [Luka 2009]. The idea is
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to let the back plane carry the entire burden of the luminance modulation for the most
saturated colors allowing the RGB values of the front panel achieve their most saturated
state.

Therefore Luka proposed a method that transits from a square root like profile for colors
near the neutral axis to a linear profile for colors at the edge of the gamut. As shown in
Figure 2-21, the red boundary is the plane containing the target XYZ, the maximum
white and the minimum black. The dashed line that runs through the target XYZ and the
point of intersection, s, controls the transition from square root to linear backlight. If the
line intersects the white pint, s equals 0. If the intersection lies at the edge, s equals 1.
Another parameter t is used to quantify the relative position of the target XYZ along the
line. If the target XYZ is located at the top of the line, which means it is on the upper
limit of the gamut, t equals 1. If the target XYZ falls at the bottom of the line, on the
lower limit of the gamut, t equals 0 [Luka 2009]. Therefore similar to s, t is also scaled
linearly. From Eq. (2-11), at the edge of the gamut, A = t, indicating that the front panel
contributes a fixed amount. Along the neutral line, A equals to square root of t. Between
the two limits, a linear weighting is used to calculate A.

A=

t
t (1 ! s) + s
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(2-11)

Figure 2-21: HDR display gamut in normalized XYZ coordinates [Luka 2009].

Generally speaking, the previous work emphases luminance reproduction, parallax error
reduction and gamut utilization. However, better color reproduction that matches color
appearance of the input and accounts for viewing condition is not considered.
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3 Building HDR display systems
Both hardcopy and softcopy HDR display systems are built to facilitate the study of HDR
image splitting algorithms for driving HDR display systems. In this section, the
construction details of a print-based HDR display and a projector-based HDR display will
be introduced consecutively.

3.1 Print-based HDR display
Following previous design of hardcopy HDR display system proposed by Bimber
[Bimber 2008], a printer-based HDR display system was constructed to extend the
dynamic range of reflective print surface.

Figure 3-1: Print-based HDR display system.
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3.1.1 System setup
This print-based HDR display system (shown in Figure 3-1) incorporates a laptop
computer, a HP Pro Photosmart B9100 inkjet printer, a Planar PR5022 DLP projector,
and a CanonEos 20D digital camera. These off-the-self components are available at a
reasonable cost in any electronic stores.

The Planar PR5022 DLP projector is roughly positioned on the ceiling to project on the
wall (about 45 degrees from vertical) so that its image field covers and focuses on the
print mounted on the wall. A digital SLR camera used for geometric registration is placed
on a tripod at a distance where it is able to capture the entire projected image plus a little
extra. A HP B9100 inkjet printer is used to generate the print image, and a laptop is used
to control the whole projector-camera system conducting the registration process and
combine the images (projector and print) in order to reproduce the original HDR
appearance as close as possible.

HP B9100 Inkjet Printer
The HP B9100 inkjet printer is a commercial 8-color ink pigment printer, containing
photo black, light gray, matte black, cyan, magenta, yellow, light magenta and light cyan
ink cartridges. The driver software supports a wide range of media sizes and types, from
7.6 × 13 cm to 32 × 48 cm, and from light photo stock to 1.5 mm rigid media [HP 2006].
To get the best print image quality, HP paper is recommended.
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When printing an image, the user first defines the paper quality, paper feeding speed, etc.
and sends the information to the printer driver, which then performs the image processing
(for example, noise reduction, sharpening, etc.). Next, it separates the input RGB or
CMYK image data into control signals for the specific inks in the printer. Since this
commercial printer does not offer an inkjet RIP (raster image processing), allowing users
control each ink individually for improved color management. Therefore, the only
practical way to characterize this commercial printer is through creating an ICC
(International Color Consortium) profile using a custom profiling software package.

Planar PR5022 DLP projector
The Planar PR5022 DLP projector has a resolution of 1024 × 768 addressable pixels. To
achieve higher brightness and avoid unnecessary digital image processing, its color filter
is taken off and the projected image is monochromatic. The projector provides many
options for the users, such as changing brightness, contrast and sharpness level. To make
things easier, when characterizing the projector, we use the default settings of all the
options [Planar 2006], which are listed below in Table 3-1.

Canon Eos 20D digital SLR camera
The selection of the camera type is not very strict, as long as it is a digital camera, which
could communicate well with the software platform (Matlab 2009a in this case) and
could provide high quality images to facilitate further analysis. It is adequate for this
application. For this project, the camera used in print-based HDR display system is
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Canon Eos 20D digital SLR camera. It is fastened onto a tripod to improve the image
stabilization while taking images.

Table 3-1: Projector setting for print-based HDR display system.
Installation

Description

Setting

Brightness

Adjust the brightness (range: 0-100)

50

Contrast

Adjust the contrast (range: 0-100)

50

Sharpness

Adjust the sharpness (range: 1-5)

3

Adjust the color temperature (range: Cool/Normal/Warm)

Normal

Adjust the video saturation. (range: 0-100)

50

Adjust the video tint/hue (range: 0-100).

50

PC: 2.2, MAC: 1.8, Video: 2.4, Chart: 2.2, B&W: 2.4.

1.8

Adjust the color space (Auto-RGB-YPbPr-YCbCr)

Auto

Color temperature
Color saturation
Color Tint
Gamma
Color space

3.1.2 Registration
As is already explained in Chapter 1, the basic principle of building a HDR display
system is double light modulation. Two imagers are formed and the combined result of
the two forms the HDR image. Therefore, one challenge of constructing a print-based
HDR display system is geometric registration to align the projected image and the print.
Any misalignment between the two will greatly reduce the quality of the combined
image. Fortunately, the hardcopies produced by the printer are quite planar, so the
registration process becomes less complicated.
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To achieve registration, a pixel-correspondence transformation is created to correlate the
coordinates of the print and projected image. In the computer vision area, projectorcamera system is widely used to solve this kind of registration problem. The camera here
could be thought similar to “human visual system”, which tells the projector to send light
to the appropriate positions on the print. Therefore, the camera needs to “see” the print
position as well as the projected image. By doing so, two mapping transformations
(camera-projector transformation and camera-print transformation) are calculated in Eqs.
(3-1) to (3-2).

Xcam = DDLP 2cam ! X DLP

(3-1)

Xcam = D pr int 2cam ! X pr int

(3-2)

Where X represents the device coordinates of different systems and D represents mapping
transformations, therefore DDLP2cam is the transformation between DLP projector and
camera and Dprint2cam is the transformation between print and camera. The projector-print
mapping transformation can be calculated by linking Eqs. (3-1) and (3-2), as calculated in
Eq. (3-3).

!1
X DLP = DDLP
2cam " D pr int 2cam " X pr int

(3-3)

3.1.2.1 Camera-Projector registration
Camera-projector registration is realized by projecting a pre-determined checkerboard
image made basing on DLP projector resolution. It contains 12 rows and 16 columns of
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squares with 64-by-64 pixels per each. Two images are taken consecutively by the
camera: (a) an image under white projection, providing necessary information for flatfielding and (b) an images under checkerboard projection, as is shown in Figure 3-2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-2: Two images are captured for camera-projector registration: (a) under white
illumination and (b) under check board illumination.

To ensure that the registration process is robust, camera settings (exposure time, aperture
and shutter speed) need to be carefully selected to get an optimally exposed image under
ambient illumination. The camera parameter settings used in this application are listed in
Table 3-2. Key parameter settings are emphasized in bold format. Since that the whole
print-based HDR display setup is static, so the registration can be conducted only once.
The nodes positions of the checkerboard are calculated to correlate the camera input
image and the projected checkerboard image providing known reference points.
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Table 3-2: Camera setting for geometric registration.
Camera prototype

CanonEos 20D (Firmware Ver. 2.0.3)

Shooting mode

Manual

Exposure time

25

Aperture setting

14

ISO

200

Format

JPG

Quality

L

Color space

sRGB

First, a cropped matte image is calculated and the result is shown in Figure 3-3. The steps
are the following: (1) compute the median of the flat image. (2) convert the image to
black and white with a threshold, in this case, it is set to 0.5. (3) remove “medium-size”
features in the image and fill in the gaps.

Figure 3-3: Calculated matte image.
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Second, find the cropping limit and crop all images, flat field correct and matte the target
image, then convert the image to black and white with an auto threshold. The result is
illustrated in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4: Crop the images.

Next, binarized corner templates are created to calculate cross-correlation between two
templates with different diagonal directions, as is shown seen from Figure 3-5. One
template is used to find correlations for the odd row and the other is used for the even
row. The locations of the checkerboard nodes are recovered by finding the 165 nodal
values.

Finally, a camera-projector mapping function is created by the cp2tform function in
MATLAB image processing toolbox. ‘Piecewise linear’ is selected as the transformation
type. The whole process takes about 3 minutes.
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Figure 3-5: Finding correlation blobs.

3.1.2.2 Softcopy-Hardcopy-Camera registration
The simplest way to create the mapping function from the softcopy to hardcopy is
through a transformation computed from the correspondences between the corner points
of the softcopy and the hardcopy either by automatic corner detection or manual corner
selection. Since automatic corner selection takes longer to process and manual corner
selection proves to have good accuracy. Corner positions of the print image manually
selected (as is shown in Figure 3-6), and then the affine transformation for registering
softcopy and hardcopy is computed by cp2tform function.

Once the two transformations are calculated, the transformation between projector and
print can be calculated by Eq. (3-3). Then the projected image and the print image on the
wall can be aligned. The whole registration process is found to be quite robust under
many tests.
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Figure 3-6: Matlab GUI for registration.

To facilitate registration process, a Matlab GUI is built (shown in Figure 3-7). Details for
using this GUI is provided in a Readme.txt in the software package. The registration data
can be saved and used in future.

A demo GUI made to guide users is shown in Figure 3-7. The target image is first
selected, and its corresponding projected image is shown on the right. Uniform white
projection level (it can be set from 0 to 255) is used to compare the different results
between the print viewed under uniform projection and that achieved by the print-based
HDR display system. The Matlab code is provided in Appendix.
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Figure 3-7: Matlab GUI for demo.

3.1.3 Projector colorimetric characterization
Since the HDR image splitting process is conducted in XYZ space, colorimetric
characterization of projector and printer is conducted to improve color accuracy.

3.1.3.1 Projector LUT
Projector characterization is performed by building forward and reverse LUT mappings
between device digital coordinates to luminance channel. It is relatively simple to model
the projector, since the color filter is out. Therefore the LUT can be created by directly
measuring the luminance output of the projector. More information on color modeling of
a DLP projector with color filter in is provided in [Wyble 2006].
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The measurement setup is shown in Figure 3-8. A perfect reflecting diffuser is posted in
the middle of the field of the projection. The measurement device was a Photo Research
655 SpectraScan Spectroradiometer (PR-655). The spectral radiance distribution of the
projection is plotted in Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-8: Projector linearization measurement.

The tristimulus values of perfect reflecting diffuser under various uniform projections
(digital counts ranging from 0:255 at 1 interval) are measured. Since perfect reflecting
diffuser might not be easily available for most users, a white patch (about 90%
reflectance) in X-Rite color checker can also be used for the measurement.

To check the scalability of the projector, the normalized spectral power distribution is
plotted in Figure 3-10, where it can be seen that the normalized spectral power
distributions are roughly in accordance with each other in the short and middle
wavelength region (380nm to 650nm), though there is a slight shift in long wavelength
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(650nm to 700nm) region. Since only 8 to 10 curves have this apparent shift, therefore
the scalability could still be assumed.

In the corresponding measurement data, the

maximum output of red channel is lower comparing to that of green and blue channel.
Thus its Signal to Noise (S/N) ratio is relatively lower, so the probability of noise is
higher than other two channels, especially at the low projector output levels, leading to
the shift in the longer wavelength region.

To further check the stability of projector, the chromaticity shift as a function of input
digital counts is illustrated Figure 3-11. The chromaticities are not overlapping perfectly,
but they cluster together into a small region near white point of projector. Therefore, the
colorimetric shift is within tolerable limits at different inputs.

Figure 3-9: Spectral radiance under uniform projection.
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The LUT of the projector is then created according to Eqs. (3-4) and (3-5). Note that the
projector cannot achieve zero emittance, thus a dark correction needs to be taken into
account when constructing the models, as is shown in Eqs. (3-4) and (3-5).

L = (Y ! YK ) / (YL,max ! YK )

(3-4)

Where L is the radiometric scalar for the luminance channel and the k subscript represents
the black-level output.

Figure 3-10: Normalized spectral radiance under uniform projection.

L = LUT (d L ),
0 ! L !1

(3-5)

where dL is the digital counts ranging from 0 to 255 at 1 intervals. The result LUT is
illustrated in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-11: Chromaticity shift at different digital counts.

Figure 3-12: Projector LUT.
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3.1.3.2 Form-factor compensation
Due to imperfections in the projector lens, the projection of a white field is not uniform
especially in this application. Furthermore, the projector is tilted towards the white wall,
worsening the uniformity problem. In the camera industry, this non-uniformity is usually
called shading problem. This problem is quite similar to white shading correction, which
is used to correct camera lens non-uniformity. To correct this non-linear light drop-off on
the hardcopy surface, a form-factor compensation is done involving calculating the
coefficients for each pixel and applying it to the projector image to achieve a more
uniform projection.

First, an image of a uniform white projection onto the white wall is captured by camera.
The camera is placed far away to make the captured projection image in the central area
of the camera field to reduce the error introduced by camera lens. Eqs. (3-6) to (3-8) are
used to calculate the minimum value of each color component form factor.

RFF = Rmin / Rcap

(3-6)

GFF = Gmin / Gcap

(3-7)

BFF = Bmin / Bcap

(3-8)

Where Rcap, Gcap and Bcap are from the captured high resolution image and FF represents
the resulting form-factor component in each channel. The resulting form factor image is
illustrated in Figure 3-13.
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In order to do the correction, every pixel in the projected image has to be multiplied with
its corresponding form-factor coefficient. For example, since the projector is hanging
from the ceiling and projects about 45 degree down towards to the wall, therefore the
brightest part will be the upper central part. In order to compensate this light fall-off
problem, this part needs to be multiplied a small number. Whereas for the bottom right
corner, which is quite dim, therefore its corresponding form-factor coefficient should be
close to 1. This could be further checked by judging the form factor compensation image
(from 0 to 1), which is illustrated in Figure 3-13.

Figure 3-13: Form factor compensation image.

The PR-655 spectroradiometer was used to verify the correction result. The measurement
spots are shown in Figure 3-14 and the result is listed in Table 3-3 below. The difference
between the hot spot and the dim spot is getting much smaller after form-factor
compensation, from 2.5 times difference to about the same difference levels. This
uniformity correction sacrifices brightness a lot especially in this case where the
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luminance of brightest spot is about 2.5 times than dimmest spot, and thus in the worst
case, the luminance of the whole projection became about 1/2.5 times lower. Therefore
after correction, an apparent loss of luminance could be found, but with great
improvement of uniformity.

Figure 3-14: Measurement spots to verify uniformity correction.

Table 3-3: Luminance measurement (cd/m2) on spots 1 and 2 before and after correction.
Measurement spots

Before correction

After correction

1

1854

323.7

2

754.5

325.3

Ratio

2.46

0.99

To maintain a balance between luminance loss and uniformity, a proper threshold is
suggested to be set according to image content, until the non-uniformity reaches to an unperceivable level.
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3.1.4 Printer characterization
Unlike the LCD display used in the softcopy HDR display system, printing systems,
which involve ink, paper properties, have many non-linearities associated with them.
Therefore, the only practical way of relating colorimetry to device digital counts is via
empirical models. In accordance with this, the printer ICC (International Color
Consortium) profile containing three-dimensional LUTs, is used to record how the printer
produces color and what color it can produce.

There are various profiling packages, but the way these output profilers work is basically
the same. They provide a profiling target that is printed on the device being profiled, then
measure the target, feed the measurement data into the profiler, which creates a profile
based on interpolation. In this application, the devices involved in the characterization
process are listed in Figures 3-15 and Table 3-4.

Table 3-4: Devices involved in characterization.
Printer

HP Photosmart Pro B9100 inkjet printer

Measuring Instrument

Eye-One Isis

Software

Gretag Macbeth Profilemaker version 5.0 (PM5)

Eye-One Isis was chosen because its measurement results are directly supported by the
profiling software, saving lot of energy in formatting the measurement results. Besides,
the measurement speed of Eye-One Isis is very fast, it could read about 1500 patches for
both no-filter and UV-cut measurements within 8 minutes. The measurement geometry of
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Eye-One Isis is 45/0 geometry, which takes into account surface texture and is good to
measure both diffuse materials and highly glossy materials. It provides spectral
measurements from 380 nm to 730 nm at 10 nm intervals.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-15: (a) HP Photosmart Pro B9100 printer, (b) Gretag Macbeth Eye-One Isis.

Characterization charts
There are some characterization charts (RGB or CMYK target) at various print paper size
are provided by the Gretag Macbeth Profilemaker software package. HP B9100 printer is
a RGB printer [HP 2006], therefore a RGB characterization chart was selected to improve
color accuracy. We could also make our own characterization charts by using Testchart
generator that is provided in MeasureTool. The characterization chart is usually a TIFF
image and its reference file data text contains RGB (or CMYK) digital counts
information of each patch in the TIFF image. The TIFF image is ready to be sent to the
printer and reference file data is used while creating ICC profile in the profiling software.
Note that the reference file data and chart names need to be the same, or the automated
readings of Eye-one Isis might meet problems.

One characterization chart that was used for evaluating profile accuracy is illustrated in
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Figure 3-16. It contains 754 color patches sampled at various positions in the color space.
The small diamonds to either side of the patches are used to align the reading process.
Then this characterization chart is used to test printer stability, make ICC profile and
evaluate profile performance for HP photo premium paper.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-16: (a) Characterization chart and (b) its reference file.

Printer engine
The Photoshop CS3 color engine and the HP B9100 printer driver served as the CMM
and drive the printing workflow. All possible external sources of color management were
turned off to the fullest extent possible illustrated in Figure 3-17. ‘Simulate paper color’
is checked, since the proof will simulate the color on the paper of simulated device,
which matches absolute colorimetric intent where smallest color difference is ensured.
One important thing to keep in mind is that to make and use a profile, we want to keep
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the workflow consistent, meaning that when using profile, we will choose the same
option as when making this profile. To some extent, this workflow consistency is more
important than which print setting to use.

Figure 3-17: Screenshot of Photoshop setup to print characterization target.

3.1.4.1 Printer stability tests
Before profiling, the printer’s temporal stability in the short term was evaluated. Since
inkjet printers don’t offer any calibration feature, and as long as the software setting are
kept consistent as used when profiling, the results should be fine. However, there are two
variables that need attention.
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First, drying time: even ‘fast-drying’ inks that appear to be dry when the page comes out
of the printer, continue to change color until they reach stability [Fraser 2005]. The paper
usually has different curing time with different ink brands, to decide the best curing time,
it is suggested to estimate the time roughly by judging the visual differences, and by
using measurement device to verify stability. Second, ink and paper manufactures: to
achieve the best result, ink and paper manufactures are suggested to be the same. But
always keep in mind, even for the same paper brand provided by the same company, it is
extremely difficult to provide a paper with consistent performance. Therefore, a new ICC
profile is suggested every week if better color accuracy is required.

The target was printed three times in succession. The CIELAB D50 coordinates of the
754 colors from all three prints were compared to each other using the CIEDE2000
metric. Besides CIEDE2000, an additional metric, the MCDM error was also calculated.
This metric is a measure of the deviation from the mean CIELAB coordinates of a given
dataset and is useful in quantifying precision. The calculation of the MCDM metric is
given by Eq. (3-9).

MCDM =

1
" ( (L* ! L*i )2 + (a * ! ai* )2 + (b * ! bi* )2 )
n i

(3-9)

Where each result of the measurement is compared with the average L*, a*, b* followed
by the summation of the n color differences, then dividing by the number of
measurements, n.
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The CIEDE2000 and MCDM results from comparisons of prints are listed in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5: Printer temporal stability CIEDE2000 error.
Min Error
Mean Error
Max Error

CIEDE2000
0.01
0.28
1.29

MCDM
0.14
0.20
0.26

As could be seen from Table 3-4. The max CIEDE2000 is 1.29 with a mean CIEDE2000
of 0.28, and the max MCDM is 0.26 with a mean MCDM 0.2, demonstrating that this
printer exhibits low temporal variability, and it is suitable for using an ICC profile for
characterization.

3.1.4.2 Profile making
The measurement data file and reference data file are uploaded to the Gretag Macbeth
Profilemaker, version 5.0, to create an ICC profile. The whole process is shown in Figure
3-18. This custom profiling software is quite user-friendly, there are several options for
users to choose. After that, an ICC profile could be made in several minutes.

‘Logo Classic’ was chosen as gamut mapping intent since it was the only available option
that does not significantly alter the colors being reproduced. The other options ‘Logo
Chroma Plus’ and ‘Logo Colorful Plus’ alter the colors being reproduced selectively in
their saturation and chroma, respectively [Rao 2005]. And there is another selection about
the viewing light source where D50 is the default one. The spectral measurement of the
target viewing light source could also be uploaded. The detailed information on how it
compensates this target white point difference is not available in the software package. It
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is possible to use certain chromatic adaptation transform (such as Bradford linear,
Bradford non-linear, CIECAM02, etc.) to compensate. By clicking the ‘start’ button, a
small size ICC profile is created in a minute, or a ICC profile with larger size is created in
2~3 minutes.

Figure 3-18: Screenshot of the Profilemaker when making profile.
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3.1.4.3 Profile evaluation
The principle for objective evaluation is to compare the device’s known behavior with
the behavior the profile predicts. The general process is shown in Figure 3-19.

Figure 3-19: Workflow for evaluating printer ICC profile prediction.

The way to evaluate profile is to reproduce a print by attaching the profile to it using
“convert to profile” with absolute colorimetric rendering intent, as is shown in Figure 320. The image is printed by following the same workflow that is used to construct the
profile. Finally, the CIELAB values (as is shown in Figure 3-21) of the reproduced print
are measured and compared to the calculated CIELAB values [Fraser 2005]. CIEDE2000
was calculated with corresponding color difference histogram shown in Figures 3-22 and
listed in Table 3-6.
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Figure 3-20: Convert to profile with absolute colorimetric intent.

Figure 3-21: Measurement data file.
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Table 3-6: Profile accuracy evaluation.

CIEDE2000

Mean

Min

Max

90th

2.56

0.08

14.69

6.65

The accuracy of the ICC profile was quite good with an average CIEDE2000 below 3.
The maximum CIEDE2000 is bigger than 10, but they accounts for a small amount of
percentage (about 2.6% of samples), which is acceptable for characterizing a commercial
printer product.

Figure 3-22: Color difference histogram.

To further check this problem, a color difference vector plot is shown in Figure 3-23.
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Figure 3-23: Color difference vector plot.

It could be seen that the color difference with larger chroma values and smaller lightness
values tend to be bigger. Especially in the reddish region, the color difference value is
larger. To further analyze the problems, the achieved gamut on HP premium paper is
shown in Figure 3-24 where the black dots represent color difference patches with
CIEDE2000 > 6. That the patches with large color difference are on the boundary of the
color gamut again, especially in the reddish region, which correlates well with what was
found in the color difference vector plot. It is possible that the characterization algorithm
is designed to optimize the mean CIEDE2000, therefore the multidimensional LUT may
not handle the boundary colors very well.
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Since the writing system of the commercial printer used is very complex. Ink level, paper
quality, printing speed, etc. are all directly related to the print quality. It is hard to know
which factor leads to the larger color difference in the reddish region. As the printer
driver for the commercial printer product usually functions as a black box. Therefore
there is not much flexibility for finding out and correcting the problem. So how to
improve profile performance of the custom profiling software is beyond the scope of this
study. Since the mean color difference of this profile is less than 3, the profiling package
is assumed to have satisfying performance and is adequate for characterizing this
commercial printer.

Figure 3-24: Printer gamut achieved on HP premium paper.
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3.1.5 Performance
The performance of print-based HDR display was evaluated mainly in the aspect of
registration accuracy, dynamic range and gamut comparison.

Registration accuracy
Theoretically, the registration error between the projected image and print image should
be 0, as is calculated by following the process below:

1. Find input points and base points.
2. Use the cp2tform function in Matlab to find a transformation structure.
3. Use the tformfwd on the input points with the created transform function to get
mapped points.
4. Calculate residuals by subtraction.

The calculated results are listed in the Table 3-7:
Table 3-7: Theoretical registration accuracy for print-based HDR display.
Residuals

Camera-Projector

Softcopy-Hardcopy-Camera

(direction)

min

max

mean

min

max

mean

horizontal

0

6.8*10-13

5.1*10-14

1.1*10-13

4.5*10-13

3.1*10-13

vertical

0

2.3*10-13

6*10-15

0

4.5*10-13

1.7*10-13

As could be seen from the Table 3-6, theoretically, the alignments of the two registrations
are quite good, since the maximum pixel deviation is rounded to 0. In reality, the
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registration error might exist, but it is quite difficult to evaluate. But perceptually, the
registration error is not perceptible and no visible moiré patterns are produced.

In practice, the registration result could hardly be as perfect as theoretical calculation due
to many reasons: such as whether the print surface is flat or whether it is fasten securely
on the wall. Therefore there certainly is registration error. The most direct way to
evaluate them is to print an image with sharp edges at different locations and check the
registration accuracy of the combined projected and print image. In this case, the
USAF1951 target (with sharp edge orienting at different directions) is used, and after
geometric registration, the same image is sent to projector and combined on the wall, as
is shown in Figure 3-25:

Figure 3-25: Combined projected and print image to check registration accuracy.
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Generally speaking, the registration accuracy looks great, and there is no apparent
misalignment across the print image plane. If scrutinize at a really close distance (such as
less than 50 mm), a very slight misalignment within 2~3 pixels might be observed at
certain locations, such as in the low right bottom. However, it is not easily perceived and
the registration accuracy of the whole system is quite satisfying.

Dynamic range
The theoretical dynamic range of the whole system is the ratio between the darkest (black
patch under black projection with DLP projector digital count equaling to 0) and the
brightest intensity (white patch under white projection with DLP projector digital count
equaling to 255) produced. When HP advanced satin-matt photo paper is used to
construct print-based HDR display, the result is shown in Table 3-8.

Table 3-8: Performance of print-based HDR display.

Performance

Maximum luminance

Dynamic range

1800 cd/m2

> 20000:1

Therefore, for most indoor scenes, it is possible for a print-based display to reproduce the
original luminance range. However, for outdoor scenes, this dynamic range is still quite
low, so at best the original color appearance can only be approached of the same making
the observer feel that they are actually viewing the real scene.
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Gamut comparison
There is no direct way to quantify the achieved gamut of printer-based HDR display.
Since we used monochromatic projected image to extend dynamic range, so the system
color gamut can be roughly estimated by analyzing printer color gamut. Color gamut was
influenced by the selection of ink and paper types and this could be further verified by
plotting the color gamut for different paper shown in Figure 3-26.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-26: Color gamut of printer on HP satin matte advanced photo paper (mesh) and
HP canvas (solid): (a) plotted in Lab space (b) plotted in xyY space.

These types of paper (HP canvas and HP satin-matte photo paper) were tested in this
application. For both papers, the color gamut increases then decreases with increasing L*.
As for subtractive color mixing, brighter color have smaller gamut. This could be further
compared for additive color mixing, and more details are available in Chapter 4. The
printer has a wider gamut on HP satin-matte photo paper than HP canvas.
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Generally speaking, matte paper has a smaller color gamut than glossy paper due to the
interaction between ink and the material properties of paper. For the two types of paper
with quite different color gamut, the final combined image all appear acceptable.
Therefore, issues on how to select paper to achieve the best HDR combination are not a
big concern in this project.

3.2 Projector-based HDR display
To facilitate Munsell Color Science Laboratory (MCSL) researches in the HDR imaging
and perception fields, a 15’’ projector-based HDR display was first built at MCSL by
Rodney Heckman at 2006 [Heckman 2008]. Later in 2009, a bigger version was built a
using 30’’ LCD panel and a dual-projectors backlight by Munsell graduate student Stefan
Luka in 2009 [Luka 2009].

3.2.1 System setup
For this thesis work, the projector-based HDR display system is based on revising dualprojectors backlight to a single-projector backlight. The previous work on the dualprojector backlight HDR display system is described first.

3.2.1.1 Previous work
A photo taken from backside of the dual-projector HDR display system is shown in
Figure 3-27. The RGB front panel came from an Apple Cinema 30˝ HD LCD panel. A
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pair of Planar 5022 projectors are tilted together to provide backlight illumination. To
reduce the unnecessary light loss, the color wheel from the projector is removed to
increase the maximum brightness.

Figure 3-27: Actual photo of dual-projector-based HDR display.

This HDR display is dedicated to many important research, (gloss perception, gloss
determination and eye movement, etc.) at MCSL. But after the projector has been used
for around 2 years, the brightness of the bulbs is decreasing. At the same time, the
differences in both the brightness and color shift between the two projectors is getting
more and more apparent. One potential solution was to change the bulbs of both
projectors, but it did not help solve the color-shifting problem. Therefore there might
have been a potential optics and electronic decay problem between the two projectors. To
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correct this, similar to previous work done to correct DLP projector uniformity, the color
and brightness shifting problem was attended to be by analyzed by a white image taken
by the CanonEos20D to determine the form factor image for R, G and B channel
individually. However, after correction, the uniformity of brightness and color was only
improved to a limited extent, especially the color shifting which is still perceived on the
two sides.

The other problem is the setup stability, as seen from in 3-28. The positions of the two
projectors are not fixed and are subjected to position changes making the whole system
less stable. Therefore, geometric registration to the whole system need to be done almost
every time it was turned on, which takes a long time. Instead, it was decided to refurbish
the dual projectors with a single-projector, improving both uniformity and stability
providing an even larger dynamic range.

3.2.1.1 System setup
To better describe the whole system, a schematic of the single projector based HDR
display is shown in Figure 3-28 and an actual photo of the system shown in Figure 3-29.
Note that the cover has been removed to show the components and normally stray light
and inter-reflections are controlled.
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Figure 3-28: Projector-based HDR display.

The whole system includes a projector, optics, diffuser and a LCD panel. The light from
projector passes through a Fresnel lens, which concentrate the light onto the diffuser and
illuminates the LCD front panel. Due to the imperfections of the optic system, the
projected backlight is blurred by point-spread function, as is calculated in Eq. (3-10).

BLimg(x, y) = DLPimg(x, y) * psf (x, y)

(3-10)

The result is then modulated by the LCD panel, achieving the HDR image, as is
calculated by Eq. (3-11).

HDRimg(x, y) = BLimg(x, y) * LCDimg(x, y) = DLPimg(x, y) * psf (x, y) * LCDimg(x, y)
(3-11)
Where DLPimg is the backlight image and psf(x,y) the point spread function of the optics
and the diffusion layer. The symbol * denotes convolution operation.
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Figure 3-29: HDR display built in Munsell lab.

The system consists of the 30˝ Apple Cinema HD LCD panel with the CCFL backlight
removed and a Panasonic PT-DW6300 DLP projector whose front is placed about 150cm
away from the LCD screen. Only a basic alignment of the projector and front panel is
needed, and automatic, camera-based registration software established a mapping
between the layers with subpixel accuracy. A Fresnel lens with a 1m focal length
collimates the projector image, which is then passed though a diffuser to increase the
acceptable viewing area. The distance between the LCD panel and the diffuser and
Fresnel lens was adjusted to minimize “sparkle effect” caused by the optical scattering
between the layers. The display was driven by a Mac Pro 3 with a Quad-Core Intel Xeon
processor and a Dual NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT graphic card. The LCD front plane has
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2560x1600 addressable pixels and the DLP backlight has 1280x800. The system is driven
by custom MATLAB code that incorporates display control functions from the
Psychophysics Toolbox [Luka 2009]. When setting up the whole system, the appropriate
setting options for the LCD panel and projector are described below.

LCD setting
With the CCFL backlight is removed, there is not much flexibility in changing the LCD.
The most important parameter is the resolution setting and color management. To
maximize the image quality, full resolution was chosen. For color management, the
Cinema HD Native profile was chosen, listed in Table 3-9 below.

Table 3-9: LCD front panel setting.
Resolution

Profile

Colors

2560x1600

Cinema HD Native

Millions

Projector setting
A neutral ramp (from 0 to 255 at 5 interval) with the color filter was measured to check
the projector’s neutral behavior where it performed satisfactorily as shown in Figure 330, since the data clustered near 0 in the a*-b* plane and the C*ab data is close to 0.
Therefore HDR display should be able to be characterized with the color filter in. But in
the future, color filter is still suggested to be removed to extend the luminance range and
eliminate unnecessary processing inside projector.
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Figure 3-30: Projector’s neutral behavior check (circles represent measured values).

There are plenty of setting choices to choose for Panasonic PT-DW6300 DLP projector,
listed in Table 3-10, and the description is extracted from the projector user manual.
Achieving high luminance is very important, therefore, picture mode, white gain and
sharpness are most important. Then measurements were taken under the fixed picture
mode (standard mode), and measure white gain and sharpness. With increasing white
gain, the measured luminance also increased. For increasing sharpness, the luminance
first increases then decreased. Therefore a middle setting +6 was chosen to maintain a
high luminance level. Several colorimetric measurements in the center of the display
system with the LCD front light and projector backlight full on were taken by PR-655
Spectra Scan Colorimeter to choose most appropriate selection of picture mode. The
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results are listed in Table 3-11.

Table 3-10: Projector setting for HDR display system.
Installation

Description

Setting

Source signal

DVI-D

For color management

DW6300

Refresh rate

Refresh rate

60Hz

Picture mode

Depending on the projection environment

Standard

White gain

The higher, the brighter of white area (0 to +10)

+10

Sharpness

The higher, the sharper (0 to +15)

+6

Color matching

To correct color shift of multiple projectors setup

off

Color correction

Adjust colors for various signals

off

Normal: maximum brightness; High: maximum contrast

Normal

Input
Profile

Contrast mode

Table 3-11: Measurements of the center of the white screen under different modes.
Picture mode

Description

(Y,x,y)

Standard

Setting for a general image

(566.2, 0.3399, 0.3940)

Cinema

Setting for a cinema type movie

(437.3, 0.3386, 0.3930)

Natural

Reproduces the original color of image

(394.1, 0.3308, 0.3770)

Dynamic

Bright and sharp setting

(612.1, 0.3266, 0.4002)

Graphic

Setting for image from computers

(505.4, 0.3394, 0.3935)
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It is interesting to note that the measurement results under various selections are quite
different. They differ not only in luminance (cd/m2) but also in chromaticity. The
chromaticities under five different modes are plotted in Figure 3-31. D65 is shown for the
convenience of further analysis.

The white point under the Natural mode is most close to D65, which might because D65
is considered most similar to bright lit, daylight. Standard mode and Cinema mode have
similar chromaticities, except that the luminance of Cinema mode is lower. This also
makes sense, since consumers are supposed to turn the room light off when using cinema
mode to help achieve saturated colors. As for Graphic mode, it claims to be used for
setting for images from computers and its chromaticities are quite close to Standard and
Cinema mode, but it is difficult to know how its tone curve differs from the other two
modes.

Figure 3-31: Chromaticity under different picture modes.
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For achieving high dynamic range, whose upper boundary of the dynamic range results
from full transmission of both pixels and the lowest boundary from the lowest possible
transmission of both pixels, we prefer larger luminance values at the high end and lower
luminance at low end. For measurement for the low ends, the five modes have similar
performance, therefore we would like to choose the mode with maximum luminance, and
so we will consider choosing the setting from the standard mode and the dynamic mode.
To further check which one is better, the tone curves of these two are measured by LMT
and the results are shown in Figure 3-32. Though dynamic mode has higher luminance, it
clips at high values and its tone curve is more steeper and bumpy, which has potential to
reduce linearity. Therefore the standard mode is chosen for colorimetric calibration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-32: (a) The DLP LUT under standard mode, and (b) the DLP LUT under
dynamic mode.
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3.2.2 Registration
Both the projector and the LCD have high resolution. Hence, any slight misalignment
will degrade the final HDR image quality and geometric registration is a crucial step.
Now we are hoping to create a mapping function that could achieve per-pixel accuracy.
Recall the geometric registration we conducted for print-based HDR display to align print
and the projected image. For here, it has similar purpose but to align LCD and projector
images. Therefore, a similar transformation between camera-LCD and camera-projector
separately and then transformation between LCD-projector was calculated, as is shown
from Eqs. (3-12) to (3-14).

Xcam = DDLP 2cam ! X DLP

(3-12)

Xcam = DLCD 2cam ! X LCD

(3-13)

!1
X DLP = DDLP
2cam " DLCD 2cam " X LCD

(3-14)

Where X represents the coordinates of the different devices. DDLP2cam is the
transformation between DLP projector and camera and DLCD2cam is the transformation
between the LCD and camera. The camera could be deemed as a transformation medium,
therefore the final transformation between LCD and DLP projector could be created with
a camera as before. To achieve registration accuracy, morphological targets [Luka 2009]
shown in Figure 3-33 are used as reference grids.
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Figure 3-33: Registration targets.

Each morphological target have 3, 4, 5, 6 black holes from left to the right. By detecting
each target type in the registration process, geometric registration accuracy is ensured
since it detects the shape of the target instead of just the nodes, used in constructing the
print-based HDR display. But this method is more complicated, thus less appropriate for
constructing off-the-shelf print-based HDR display systems.

Figure 3-34: Alignment setup for HDR display.
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The actual registration setup photo is shown in Figure 3-34. Camera position and camera
setting for optimum exposed image, which will facilitate image processing by using the
image processing toolbox in Matlab. In this case, the camera (CanonEos 20D SLR
camera) is placed about 1m away from the LCD panel, far enough away to negate the
light falling problems of the camera lens and the captured LCD image could fill the
frame.

Table 3-12: Camera setting for HDR display geometric registration.
Camera prototype

CanonEos 20D (Firmware Ver. 2.0.3)

Shooting mode

Manual

Exposure time

20

Aperture setting

14

ISO

200

Format

JPG

Quality

L

Color space

sRGB

After several trials of camera parameter settings, the best setting for the camera used in
3D imaging lab with room light on, listed below in Table 3-12. Three images are taken,
as is shown in Figure 3-35. The first image is a white image with both the projector and
the LCD full on. This image is used for flat-fielding. The image for creating the
transformation between the LCD and camera is taken along with the image for creating
the transformation between the DLP projector and camera.
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A projective transformation instead of piecewise linear transformation is used to create
transformation of LCD-camera, since it does not exhibit a great deal of distortion and this
transform will invert better at the edges than a piecewise linear transformation.

Figure 3-35: Registration flowchart.

A piecewise linear transformation is used to create a transformation of DLP and camera,
since the backlight image is slightly distorted after it goes through the optics. Note that
the number and size of the characterization targets could be changed conveniently. To
improve the stability of this step, image formed by projection from the backlight is
suggested to use fewer characterization targets, since more targets will make it difficult to
align the projector in a good position, which requires the targets to be covered on the
whole LCD screen.

Finally, the transformation between the DLP and LCD is created by a piecewise linear
transformation. The whole registration process takes about 3~5 minutes, since the new
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projector is quite heavy and its position remains stably on the table, alignment is not
needed every time the HDR display is used, which saves a lot of energy and time.

3.2.3 Colorimetric characterization
In this section, colorimetric model of this HDR display will be described first and
followed by a detailed characterization procedure.

3.2.3.1 Colorimetric model
Imai et al. [Imai 2005] have previously presented a model for colorimetric
characterization of HDR displays incorporating RGB color modulation in both image
layers. Because the system has 9 primaries (3 pure primaries and 6 crosstalk primaries
between the two layers). Then the only practical way for modeling it is to create a
spectral model utilizing eigenvector analysis.

In this case, eliminating the DLP color filter wheel allows a much simpler model. Based
on previous work done on LDR display characterization [Day 2004], the projector-based
HDR display was characterized according to a similar principle, using two series of
ramps - a projector series with the LCD full on and an LCD RGB series with the
projector full on as is shown in Figure 3-36. And the model is described in Eq. (3-15).
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Figure 3-36: Flowchart of building HDR display colorimetric model.
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(3-15)

Where the 3×3 matrix is composed of the XYZ tristimulus values for the RGB primaries
of the LCD front panel. RGB and A represent radiometric scalars in the range of 0 to 1
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used to drive the LCD and DLP respectively, and calculated by Eq. (3-16). The XYZk and
Ak terms account for the black level offset of the LCD and the minimum light output from
the DLP projector. In the characterization, the following is defined:

R = LUT (dr )
G = LUT (dg )
B = LUT (db )
(3-16)

A = LUT (da )
0 ! R,G, B, A ! 1

Where d defines digital counts and R, G, B the radiometric scalars for the red, green, blue
channels respectively. A is the radiometric scalar of gray channel of the projector. All the
scalars are constrained between 0 and 1, thus ensure the spectral radiance could be
specified by the ratio of the maximum output at each channel.

3.2.3.2 Procedure
The measurement device was LMT LICHTMESSTECHNIK GMBH BERLIN
colorimeter C1210 that records tristimulus values in units of lumens per square meter. All
equipment was warmed up and calibrated as necessary. The measurement setup is shown
in Figure 3-37.
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Figure 3-37: HDR display characterization by using LMT.

The LMT is placed in the center of the screen as close as possible without making
contact. The measurement patch size is determined by the size that is larger enough to
cover LMT’s measurement field, but small enough to avoid stray light. In this case, the
pixel square is about 400 × 400. Each patch paused 5 seconds to give the HDR display
sufficient time to stabilize. In order to avoid negative values, when dark calibrating LMT,
the dark X, Y and Z tristimulus values are adjusted to values not lower than 0.001
respectively. During the measurement, all lights are turned off and flare level is strictly
controlled. The Psychophysics Toolbox was used to display the patches.

The initial forward (reverse) LUTs of each channel in LCD (with projector full on) was
created by measuring 51 step tristimulus values from ramp data (from 0 to 255 at an
interval of 5), the LUT from 0~255 at interval of 1 is calculated by a cubic spline
interpolation. Similarly, the initial forward (reverse) LUT of projector (with LCD full on)
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is also created. The output luminance of the dual layer display as a function of back and
front panels is shown in Figure 3-38. The luminance is normalized and plotted in log
space.

Figure 3-38: Output luminance as a function of back and front panels.

Next, the coefficients in the transformation matrix are optimized by minimizing the
average CIEDE94 for 216 factorial samples uniformly sampled in the device RGB color
space at an interval 50 using the nonlinear optimization “fmincon” in Matlab with the
constraint that the lower bound is 0 and upper bound is 1.5. The LUTs and the 3×4 matrix
were adjusted until the average CIEDE94 color difference between the measured and the
estimated XYZ values for factorial data was minimized.
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After optimization, the new coefficients in matrix are given in Eq. (3-17) with the LCD
LUTs and DLP projector LUT shown in Figure 3-39.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3-39: (a) LCD red channel LUT. (b) LCD green channel LUT.
(c) LCD blue channel LUT. (d) Projector LUT.
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(3-17)

To further check the optimization result, the distribution of CIEDE94 values after
optimization against a*b* is shown in Figure 3-40, and the histogram of color difference is
shown in Figure 3-41 and listed in Table 3-13.

Figure 3-40: Scatter plot of CIEDE94 against a*b* for 216 factorial data.

If we further check the values with larger color difference, we found out that these points
have large L* (bigger than 60), meaning that at higher luminance, the display
performance is less stable. This makes sense, since with the color filter in, at higher
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luminance, the white primary of the backlight is formed by rotating color filter, which is
not very wide white primary and thus there is possibility for a larger color difference
when backlight interacts with color filter in the LCD panel.

Table 3-13: Color differences before and after optimization (Projector with filter).
CIEDE94

Min

Max

Mean

Before

0

3.93

1.35

After

0

1.61

0.43

Figure 3-41: Color difference histogram (Projector with filter).

Later, the filter was taken out to eliminate the unnecessary processing brought by DLP
projector color filter, the HDR display system was re-calibrated by repeating the above
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process. To compare this result with the result with color filter in, the colorimetric
performance is shown in Figure 3-42 and Table 3-14:

Table 3-14: Color differences before and after optimization (Projector without filter).
CIEDE94

Min

Max

Mean

Before

0

1.87

0.71

After

0

1.08

0.32

Figure 3-42: Color difference histogram (Projector without filter).

With the color filter taken out, the mean CIEDE94 was reduced from 1.61 to 1.08 after
optimization. Therefore the digital processing with the color filter in decreases the color
model accuracy. To avoid unnecessary processing, when constructing a projector-based
HDR display system, color filter is suggested to be taken out.
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3.2.3.3 Point spread function (PSF)
Due to imperfections in the optical system, the system point spread function (PSF) needs
to be accounted for in order to reduce the moiré. To get a general idea, a vertical line
formed by single pixel in a single column located at the center of the LCD screen is sent
to the backlight shown in Figure 3-43.

Figure 3-43: A vertical line formed by single pixel.

After passing through collimator and diffuser and arriving at the LCD front panel, the
line will spread to several pixels as shown in Figure 3-44. Note that the PSF of each pixel
is not the same, and the difference is quite apparent in Figure 3-44, where the intensity of
the original pixel now is spread by a different amount. For this project, it is not practical
or necessary to measure PSF of each pixel. Instead, an approximate Gaussian function
with a standard deviation of 3 pixels is fit to each pixel to simulate the PSF.
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Figure 3-44: Spread vertical line formed by single pixel.

3.2.4 Performance
The MCSL HDR display performance was evaluated according to its dynamic range and
color gamut.

Dynamic range
The maximum luminance of the display is approximately 700 cd/m2 at the center of the
screen. As for the minimum luminance, due to the limitation of color measurement
device, the low-end output is not directly measurable by either LMT or PR-655, so the
best we could do is through rough estimation. A small black region (around 400 × 400
pixel at the center of the LCD screen) surrounded by a full white field is measured and
the result is about 0.028 cd/m2. Therefore, under these near-worst-case conditions, the
display dynamic range is estimated to be at least 25,000:1.
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Color gamut
The chromaticity of MCSL HDR display primaries versus sRGB primary is shown in
Figure 3-45.

Figure 3-45: Comparison of MCSL HDR display primary and sRGB primary.

Though this chromaticity plot does not provide luminance information, the MCSL HDR
display gamut and sRGB gamut are quite comparable, except that the sRGB gamut has
more color in the blue-purple color region. In this case, the DLP projector without the
color filter removed to provide backlight illumination and therefore the color wash out
problem is not very severe perceptually. But with the increasing of the backlight
luminance, the color gamut will continue to shrink in the high end. The trade-off between
large color gamut and high brightness is a big concern for ensuring image quality for
HDR display systems.
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The 3D gamut of the MCSL HDR display in CIELAB color space with the white point
set to the display maximum value is shown in Figure 3-46.

Figure 3-46: Gamut of the MCSL HDR display.

Comparing Figure 3-46 to Figure 3-24, the shape of the display color gamut is different
from that of the printer. For display, more lightness especially at the high end leads to
more color volume. Whereas for the printer, the reverse is observed as the basic color
mixing principle of the two are different.
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3.2.5 More analysis
Besides tristimulus values measurement for colorimetric characterization, the spectra of
HDR display primaries and backlight were also measured by using PR-655 for further
analysis as shown in Figures 3-47 and 3-48.

Figure 3-47: R, G and B primary spectra.

Figure 3-48: Spectra of projector white.
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The backlight spectral is not very broad, since it falls off in the long wavelength region
around 680 nm. The transmittance spectra of LCD color filter is estimated by division
between the R, G and B primaries and backlight spectra as shown in Eq. (3-18) and
Figure 3-49.

LCDR = HDRR / DLPA
LCDG = HDRG / DLPA
LCDB = HDRB / DLPA

(3-18)

where HDRR, HDRG and HDRB are the spectra of primaries with projector full on. DLPA
represents backlight spectra. LCDR, LCDG and LCDB are spectra of the LCD color filter.

Figure 3-49: Transmittance spectra of LCD color filter.

The transmittance spectra of LCD color filter are quite broad (as could be seen in Figure
3-50) and the red channel measurement is more noisy, which might because the
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maximum output of red channel is lower, thus its Signal to Noise (S/N) ratio is relatively
lower, so the probability of noise is higher than other channels.

Since it is quite difficult and expensive to design and change LCD color filter
transmittance spectra, incorporating a multi-primary color filter in the display design
might not be the best way to extend color gamut. Therefore, the practical way is to
optimize the backlight spectra design to achieve both a larger color gamut and a smaller
mean observer metamerism for a HDR display system [Fairchild 2007]. Besides using
projector to provide backlight, as is illustrated in Chapter 2, we could also use LED light
source, which provides more flexibility of backlight design.

According to previous analysis in Fairchild’s paper, display systems with narrow-band
primaries have a significantly greater potential for observer metamerism. Therefore, in
order to achieve both a large color gamut and a smaller observer metamerism, it might be
more practical to use color LEDs with purer backlight primary instead of adding more
color filters into the LCD panel, until one day with mass production and market need, the
cost of adding more color filters could be dramatically lowered.
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4 iCAM06-based HDR image splitting algorithm
From Chapter 2, we explained the dual modulation principle of reproducing high
dynamic range images by using two optically coupled SDR imagers when building HDR
display. This dual image plane requires that a given HDR input image be split into two
complementary SDR components that drive the coupled systems. Therefore there exists
HDR image splitting issues.

Previous work on HDR image splitting algorithm emphasizes on luminance
reconstruction or gamut utilization; however, better reproduction that aims for accounting
appearance phenomenon has not been well studied. Therefore in this project, we
implemented image appearance model iCAM06 in HDR image splitting for building
HDR display systems, including both hardcopy and softcopy HDR displays. In this
section, detailed procedures of implementing new iCAM06-based HDR image splitting
algorithm for both display systems are described.

4.1 iCAM06-based image splitting
To take a more principled approach to the HDR image splitting problem, a new algorithm
basing on iCAM06 image appearance model was developed. In this case, there are one
color imager to provide color information and one luminance imager to extend dynamic
range. The basic idea of iCAM06-based image splitting is to use iCAM06 image
appearance model to get the image for color imager and then the luminance residual
between the original HDR input and the one calculated from color imager is sent to
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luminance imager to reconstruct the luminance. The flow chart is illustrated in Figure 41. More details on implementation are provided in the next section.

Figure 4-1: iCAM06-based image splitting flowchart.

4.2 Potential benefits of the new algorithms
Basing on iCAM06 model, there are several potential improvements of the iCAM06based image splitting, which are explained consecutively below:

More image details
One important image quality aspect is detail preservation; therefore images with more
details are usually a plus to image quality. As is introduced in Chapter 2, bilateral filter is
used in iCAM06 model to separate the HDR input into base layer and detail layer.
Therefore more details could be preserved due to bilateral filter’s ability to detect local
contrast and better preserve edges information. It correlates with the human vision which
is mostly sensitive to local luminance changes.
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After separating the original HDR image into base layer and detail layer, dynamic range
compression is only conducted in base layer, thus details are preserved in detail layer.
When the two are re-combined, more details and the same perceptual qualities in the
corresponding scene are preserved. Therefore, by incorporating iCAM06 model to
calculate image for the color imager, more image details could be preserved.

Better color reproduction
Image appearance model iCAM06 model adopts IPT color space to adjust image
colorfulness, and psychophysical evaluation proves that iCAM06 model leads to good
performance in color preference [Kuang 2007]. Therefore incorporating iCAM06 model
into image splitting for color imager could provide a preferred color image for LCD front
panel. According to Hunt effect, more luminance leads to more colorfulness. Then when
luminance is added back for the combined image, there is possibility to enhance color
reproduction preference and also achieve accurate luminance dynamic range.

Better gamut utilization
As is explained in Chapter 2, symmetrical image splitting for two devices with different
dynamic range will cause gamut waste, especially pronounced along the blue primary
[Luka 2009]. Therefore asymmetric image splitting is proposed to better utilize color
gamut of the whole HDR display system.

Proposed iCAM06-based image splitting method has the characteristic of asymmetric
image splitting, therefore it has potential to better utilize color gamut of HDR display and
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reduce quantization error. More analysis on this aspect will be explained later with
concrete examples.

Accounting viewing condition
Bartleson-Breneman surround effect is also accounted for in the iCAM06 model, the
perceived image contrast increases when the image surround is changed from dark to dim
to light by using a power function with various exponent values for dark, dim and
average surround. Therefore, dark surround calls for more color full image with more
contrast.

Therefore incorporating iCAM06 model into image splitting, there is also potential to
keep this adjustment and get the best image for different viewing conditions. But since
the result is quite difficult to evaluate, the best we could do is to select parameter setting
in iCAM06 model, and check whether the image adjusting trend is correct.

4.3 Implementation for print-based HDR display
In Chapter 3, the detailed process of building a print-based HDR display was described.
Since printer driver for HP B9100 Photosmart commercial printer is like a black box
(there is no open software available to help users follow each step in printer processing)
to the users, so user has less freedom to control printer’s writing system and understand
what is going on in each step. Therefore it is difficult to do more specific color
management for this type of commercial printer.
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To provide a solution, the most practical way to do color management is to use custom
profiling software to improve color accuracy. And detailed steps on creating ICC profile
for printer is described in Chapter 3. It is hard to derive a colorimetric model by using
specific equations for the whole print-based HDR display system, since ICC profiles are
involved. But to some extent, this also reduces complexity of image splitting when we
count on ICC profile to characterize printer.

The flowchart of iCAM06-based image splitting is shown in Figure 4-2. We first figure it
out how much we should send to printer and projector, and then for projector, a LUT is
used to get the driving values. For printer, ICC profile is used for printer characterization
and the detailed characterization steps are provided in Chapter 3. Image appearance
model iCAM06 with default setting is used to calculate the image for printer. And then
the image is printed by ICC profile to ensure color accuracy production.

Note that, for printer-based HDR display, it is quite difficult to analyze the image
splitting performance due to the limitations of hardcopy. Once it is printed, we could not
change anything of the produced print and it is extremely expensive to print many
images. Therefore, more analysis on image splitting analysis will be conducted by using
projector-based HDR display.
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Figure 4-2: iCAM06-based image splitting for print-based HDR display.

4.4 Implementation for projector-based HDR display
For projector-based HDR display system, we have more control of each step; therefore
the detailed implementation of the iCAM06-based image splitting method is explained
step by step. Different from luminance square-root image, which calculates the projector
image first and then the sharpened LCD image. While iCAM06-based image splitting
method calculates the LCD image first and then figure it out the projector image to add
back corresponding luminance residual. Besides, for luminance square-root image
splitting method, it assumes uniform quantization of the two imagers and uses a global
tone-mapping operator for both the projector image and the LCD image. Whereas for
iCAM06 model, it adopts local tone-mapping operator, therefore each image is processed
differently basing on the image contents. In this section, detail implementation of
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iCAM06-based image splitting for projector-based HDR display is described as shown in
Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3: iCAM06-based image splitting for projector-based HDR display.

To better illustrate the whole process, this section is separated into two parts. The first
part describes how to use iCAM06 HDR rendering to calculate XYZ image for LCD
panel used in HDR display system. And the second part describes how to get its
corresponding XYZ image for DLP projector.
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4.4.1 Calculate XYZ image for LCD
The following section describes the detailed steps of implementing iCAM06 model to
calculate XYZ image for LCD panel. Most equations below come from iCAM06 model
[Kuang 2007] without any changes.

Input data
First, the absolute XYZHDR is calculated from HDR image input. Ideally, this step is
calculated by given specific camera characterization information. However, camera
characterization information is generally not included in the image file, therefore, sRGB
color space transform matrix is used to calculated XYZ values as shown in Eq. (4-1).

! X $
! 0.4124 0.2127 0.0193 $
! R $
#
&
#
&
#
&
# Y & = M sRGB # G & , M sRGB = # 0.3576 0.7152 0.1192 &
#" Z &%
#" 0.1805 0.0722 0.9504 &%
#" B &%

(4-1)

Image decomposition
Once the input image is in device independent coordinates (XYZ in this case), it is
decomposed into a base layer and a detail layer by a bilateral filter. As described before,
bilateral filter includes a Gaussian filtering in spatial domain and another Gaussian
filtering in the intensity domain to detect edge. So there are two settings for bilateral
filter, which are spatial sigma σspatial and range sigma σrange. In this case, the σspatial is less
important than σrange, which is critical for detecting edge and preserve more details. For
here, we keep using iCAM06 default values: 2% of the image size for σspatial and 0.35 for
σrange to achieve the balance between details preservation and computational efficiency.
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Chromatic adaptation
To process the base layer through chromatic adaptation, adaptation white image is first
derived from the Gaussian low-pass adaptation image at each pixel location (Rw, Gw, Bw).
Then spectrally sharpened RGB images of white image and base layer image are
calculated using CIECAM02 chromatic adaptation transform matrix. Next, chromatic
adaptation is conducted by a linear von Kries normalization with the destination global
white point as CIE illuminant D65, as IPT color space (defined in D65) is used in the
later stage. The involved equations are listed from Eqs. (4-2) to (4-6) below:
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RW

(4-4)

where incomplete adaptation factor D is computed as a function of adaptation luminance
LA (20% of the adaptation white) and surround factor F [Kuang 2007].
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Tone compression
To better preserve image detail, tone compression is only conducted in the base layer.
First, cones and rods response are calculated using the CIECAM02 post-adaptation model
[CIE 2003]. The chromatic adapted RGB responses are converted from the CIECAM02
color space to Hunt-Pointer-Estevez fundamentals using the CIECAM02 formula, which
are calculated in Eq. (4-5).
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= $ 0.454369
0.473533 0.072098 '
$
$# !0.009628 !0.005698 1.015326 '&

Then cone compression and rod compression (adopted from the Hunt Model) are
calculated respectively. More detailed equations on tone compression could be found in
the reference [Kuang 2007]. The final tone compression response is a sum of the cone
response and rod response, as is given in Eq (4-6).

RGBTC = RGB'a + AS
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(4-6)

Where RGB’a is cone response and As is rod response. Then the tone compressed RGB
signals are converted back to CIE XYZ image by inverting Hunt-Pointer-Estevez matrix
M-1HPE.

IPT transformation
Next, base layer image and the detail layer image are combined into one XYZ image. To
account for Stevens’ effect, adjustment is conducted in the detail-layer processing. Next
stage is to convert the re-combined XYZ image to LMS cone response, followed by a
nonlinear power function compression, and then converted into IPT color space, as is
calculated from Eqs. (4-7) to (4-9).
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(4-9)

where I is the lightness channel, P is roughly analogous to a red-green channel, and T a
blue-yellow channel. P and T are enhanced to predict Hunt effect and a power function is
applied to I channel to count Bartleson surround effect, as is calculated from Eq. (4-10) to
(4-11).
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where FL is luminance dependent factor. And the adjusted P and T are functions of the
factor FL and the chroma value. We could see that
(4-11)

Ia = I !

where the surround is broadly classified nominally into dark, dim and average basing on
surround luminance levels and γ is adjusted according to different surround condition, as
the one listed in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1: Values of gamma in surround adjustment functions.
Surround

Dark

Dim

Average

Gamma value

1.2

1.1

1.0

Image output
Finally, the IPT image is converted back to CIE XYZ image. Then inverted chromatic
adaptation transform is conducted, with the source white point is D65 (IPT color space
assigned white point) and the target white point is HDR display white point (as is
calculated from Eq. (4-12)), which is available from the colorimetric characterization
measurement. Then we get XYZ image for LCD panel XYZLCD in the HDR display
system.
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4.4.2 Calculate XYZ image for projector
Once the XYZLCD and the input XYZHDR image is given, the projector image can be
easily calculated to achieve accurate luminance reproduction basing on our colorimetric
model as shown in Eq. (3-13). Since XYZk and Ak equals to 0, therefore the simplified
calculation equation is shown in Eq. (4-15):

YDLP =

YHDR XYZ HDR (:,:, 2)
=
YLCD XYZ LCD (:,:, 2)
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(4-15)

4.4.3 Calculate driving values
After we get XYZLCD and YDLP values, their corresponding linear RGB and A values
could be calculated. Finally, the LCD and DLP LUT are used to determine driving values
for LCD front panel and DLP backlight panel.

To summarize, we use iCAM06 model (use default setting if not specified) to render
HDR image for LCD panel and then the luminance residual of each pixel is calculated
and sent to projector to approach luminance reconstruction for HDR display.

4.5 Evaluation
To check the performance of iCAM06-based image splitting method, the perceptual
image differences of the two methods are first directly compared, and then
psychophysical experiments are conducted to find out observers’ preference. More details
on psychophysical experiments are described in Chapter 5.

One example of the side-by-side comparison between images produced by the luminance
square root and iCAM06-based algorithm is shown in Figure 4-4. Note that the iCAM06
processed LCD image is more colorful in certain areas due to locally adaptive contrast
compression and explicit handling of color and image appearance properties. As for
backlight comparison, iCAM06-based image processing leads to more smoothness, due
to more details are preserved in the front panel by bilateral filter technique.
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Figure 4-4: (a) Square-root LCD image, (b) iCAM06-based LCD image, (c) Square-root
DLP projected image and (d) iCAM06-based DLP projected image.

Also note that, for the blue sky, if traditional symmetrical square root image splitting is
adopted, the display gamut is not fully utilized for the color far away from neutral region,
since front panel fails to provide high luminance values at a certain threshold. While for
the asymmetric image splitting of iCAM06-based method, instead of equally distributing
luminance across the two panels, it makes the backlight provide larger luminance in the
sky region, which helps better utilize color gamut of the HDR display system.
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More images are also compared, and they tend to show similar trends as the one
illustrated above. More image comparison results that include images from different
categories are available in Appendix Two. Since there is no good metric to define image
detail perception, colorfulness preference and gamut utilization, we are not going to do
more numerical analysis here. To further validate the algorithm performance, various
images (including day, night, indoor and people categories) are rendered. And
psychophysical experiments are used to compare the results. More details on
psychophysical experiment framework and results analysis are provided in Chapter 5.

4.6 Analysis on viewing conditions
As is shown in Table 4-1, iCAM06 model is capable of accounting for surround viewing
condition. Therefore when iCAM06-based image splitting method is implemented in
building HDR display, there is potential to keep this option. Then according to different
surround conditions, LCD images and DLP projector images will change according to
different surround setting, leading to different images. To get a general idea of the
algorithm performance on change of viewing conditions, the results of images rendered
under average, dim and dark surround settings are shown in Figures 4-5 to 4-7. Under
ideal condition, image appearance should be kept unchanged by changing of surround
options. Since this is extremely difficult to define, therefore the purpose here is to provide
some preliminary analysis to check whether the trends look correct.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-5: (a) LCD image and (b) projector image for average surround

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-6: (a) LCD image and (b) projector image for dim surround

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-7: (a) LCD image and (b) projector image for dark surround
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We could see that for LCD image, the image is calculated to be more colorful when the
surround gets darker. For projector image, it is calculated to be slightly brighter to
compensate the change in the LCD image. To further examine the result, given the split
images calculated by iCAM06-based image splitting algorithm, the combined image
under different surround settings could be calculated. Then we could track the changes of
image colorfulness under different surround settings.

Colorfulness
CIECAM02 model (default setting with luminance of adapted white point La and
background luminance Yb corresponding to ISO 3664 P1 setup [Moroney 2001] and
average surround setting) is adopted to calculate per-pixel colorfulness for rendered
images under different surround settings. Then maximum, minimum, mean and 90%
colorfulness is calculated and the result is listed in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2: Image colorfulness under different surround settings.
Surround

Mean

Min

Max

90%

Average

0.80

0.00

9.56

2.68

Dim

0.91

0.00

10.55

3.02

Dark

1.03

0.00

11.61

3.40

It could be seen that as the surround gets darker, image becomes more colorful. This
trend makes sense, since for human visual system, less colorfulness is perceived in the
dark surround. Hence the image is supposed to be more colorful to compensate surround
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change to make the dark surround image viewed in a dark surround look alike the image
viewed in an average surround.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 4-8: Image colorfulness differences between (a) average and dim surround, (b)
dim and dark surround (c) average and dark surround.

To further exanimate, colorfulness difference pseudocolor plot on changes of different
surround settings are shown in Figure 4-8. When the surround is getting darker, the
colorfulness is increased, especially in the colorful area (such as tree and sky region).
While for the low chroma region, there is no apparent increase, which help preserve
natural appearance of these objects. The change of colorfulness is similar between
changing from average to dim surround and that from dim to dark surround.

To conclude, for iCAM06-based HDR image splitting algorithm, the option for surround
changes could be kept by setting a gamma value. The bigger the gamma value, the more
colorfulness. Since it is quite difficult to tell the most appropriate gamma value to choose,
as long as the trend is correct here, the iCAM06-based image splitting method can be
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assumed to have potential accounting for viewing condition. More experiments need to
be done to find most optimal settings for different surrounds, but this is beyond the scope
of current study.
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5 Experiment framework
Since the consumers are the final output of HDR display systems, therefore the best way
to evaluate the image splitting algorithm performance is to conduct psychophysical
experiments. In this chapter, performance of iCAM06-based image splitting method is
compared with most widely used luminance square root image splitting method. The
purpose of evaluation is to find out observers’ preference for the images rendered by two
different psychophysical methods.

Twenty-three observers participated in the studies. All were university staff or students.
Both genders were represented and ages ranged from 23 to 66. The observers had varying
cultural backgrounds and varying experience with imaging technology. All had normal or
corrected to normal acuity and self reported normal color vision.

5.1 Experiment images
An ideal HDR image splitting algorithm should be able to handle a wide range of source
images. Therefore in testing, it is important to include HDR images with varying
dynamic ranges and color gamut and different categories of subject matter.

To meet this requirement, forty images covering four content categories (indoor, day,
night, people) were selected from three HDR image databases: Fairchild’s HDR image
survey [Fairchild 2008], standard HDR test images from Reinhard et al.’s High Dynamic
Range Imaging book [Reinhard 2006], and a selection of single and group portraits
provided by Greg Ward. Thumbnails of the image set are shown in Figure 5-1.
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Note that the number of image per different category is not equal. In this collection, we
have 16 day images, 7 indoor images, 5 night images and 12 people images.

Figure 5-1: Test HDR images in the experiment.
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5.2 Experiment procedure
The experiments employed two psychophysical procedures: single rating and pair
comparison. The purpose of the rating experiment is to find out observers’ preference
when only one image is shown at a time. While the purpose of pair comparison
experiment is to directly assess user’s preference when two images are presented a time.

5.2.1 Single rating experiment
There are totally 80 images (each image in the test set processed with both the square root
and iCAM06-based algorithms) rendered for single rating experiment. They were set to
be 780 pixel-wide and presented in the center of the screen of HDR display, as is shown
in Figure 5-2. Observers viewed the display in a dark room from approximately 60 cm;
therefore the horizontal visual angle is approximately 12 degrees.

Figure 5-2: Single rating experiment.
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During the experiment, observers were asked to rate the quality of the single image on a
scale from 1 to 5, where 1 was labeled “poor” and 5 was labeled “excellent”. The images
were presented in random order. To familiarize subjects with the experiment procedure,
10 practice trials were given with images randomly selected from the test set.

5.2.2 Paired-comparison experiments
Paired-comparison experiments also were conducted to directly assess user’s preference
for images processed by the two algorithms. The square root and iCAM06-based
processed versions of an image were presented side by side on the screen (as is shown in
Figure 5-3) and observers were asked to select the one they preferred with respect to
different criteria.

Figure 5-3: Pair comparison experiment.
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In five separate studies observers were asked:

a) Which image do you like better?
b) Which image has better colors?
c) Which image looks sharper?
d) Which image has better contrast?
e) Which image looks more natural?

The image presentation sequence and their left/right positions on the screen were
completely randomized.

5.3 Results
After colleting all observers’ response from the above experiments, results are analyzed
consecutively and details are described in this section.

5.3.1 Single rating experiment
The average quality ratings given to the images processed by the square root and
iCAM06-based algorithms are summarized in Figure 5-4. Note the similarity of the
scores for the two algorithms for the different images in the set. This similarity is further
illustrated in Figure 5-5, which plots per image difference in the average ratings given for
the two algorithms.
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Figure 5-4: Average quality ratings given to each image processed by the two methods.

Figure 5-5: Per image differences between the average ratings for the two algorithms.
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An ANOVA was conducted to determine if the ratings for the two algorithms were
significantly different, failed with a p-value of 0.7466. Thus it appears that overall,
observers feel that the quality of the images produced by the two algorithms is
comparable.

However, it may be that the variety of the images included in the overall result is
masking trends within the data. To further investigate this possibility, we plotted the
mean ratings given to the images for each algorithm against measures of image dynamic
range, average luminance factor and colorfulness.

The dynamic range and average luminance factor are calculated from Eqs. (5-1) to (5-4)
below [Kuang 2004]. And the colorfulness calculations are taken from the image
appearance component of the iCAM06 model.

DynamicRange = log 2 LMax ! log 2 LMin

(5-1)

#1
&
Lw = exp % " log(! + Lw (x, y))(
$ N x, y
'

(5-2)

AverageLu min ance = log 2 Lw ! log 2 LMin

(5-3)

AverageLum.Factor =

AverageLu min ance
DynamicRange

(5-4)

where Lw is the world luminance for each pixel, N is the total number of pixels in the
image, δ is a small value to avoid singularity. The normalized average luminance by
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dynamic range can be used to quantitatively express the general subjective luminance of
an image.

The resulting graphs are shown in Figure 5-6 with regression lines fit to the data.
Although the lines show positive slopes, the low values of the coefficients of
determination R2 (shown in Table 5-1) suggest that there are no meaningful trends in
these data.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 5-6: Regression fits to mean image ratings as a function of (a) image dynamic
range; (b) average image luminance factor; and (c) image colorfulness.
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Table 5-1: parameters of the regression fits.
Image property

Slope

Intercept

R2

Dynamic range

0.03

2.75

0.05

Average luminance factor

1.46

2.59

0.15

Colorfulness

0.09

2.64

0.24

We then investigated whether the kind of image processed by an algorithm was related to
the ratings given by the observers and if there were any differences between the
algorithms along this dimension. Figure 5-7 shows the mean ratings given for four image
categories (Day, Night, Indoor, and People) for the two algorithms. An ANOVA (shown
in Table 5-2) was conducted to test if there were significant differences between the
ratings given for the two algorithms given for the different categories.

Figure 5-7: Mean score of images for different categories.
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None of the tests showed significant trends, but Night category gets close to show that
there exists difference between two methods. However it should be noted that the
numbers of samples in the Night categories (only 5 images) was small, so the reliability
of the statistical tests is questionable.

Table 5-2: test statistics for differences in image ratings
Categories

Day

Night

Indoor

People

p-value

0.80

0.09

0.36

0.87

To conclude, the scaling performance of the two methods are comparable in the single
rating experiments, we are actually not so surprised to find out this result. The reason is
that all rendered images are high quality HDR images, therefore when only one image is
presented at a time, other criteria, such as observers’ preference on image content, might
have a larger effect on observers’ scaling score. Therefore pair comparison experiment is
conducted next to force observers to choose their preference on different aspect of image
quality evaluation.

5.3.2 Paired-comparison experiment
Unlike in rating experiments, in paired-comparison experiments, observers are forced to
compare one stimulus to another. This approach can reveal differences in sensitivity or
preference that may be masked by the rating method. The results of five paired
comparison preference experiments are summarized in Figure 5-8. Each pair of bars
corresponds to the results for each of the preference criteria tested (overall preference,
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better color, more natural, better contrast, and better sharpness). The heights of the bars
indicate how frequently the square root and iCAM06 processed images were preferred.

Figure 5-8: Paired comparison results on all five attributes.

Note that for all five criteria, the iCAM06-based processed images were preferred over
the square root images. However there was significant individual variation in preference,
so while the preference trends for naturalness, contrast, and sharpness favored the
iCAM06-based algorithm, the differences were not statistically significant. On the other
hand, the iCAM06-based algorithm was significantly preferred overall and with respect
to color. We believe this can be attributed to the improved color processing incorporated
in the iCAM06-based algorithm.
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Figure 5-9: Paired comparison results for different image categories.

To complement the image category analysis we performed on the rating data, we also
split the preference results by image category. These data are summarized in Figure 5-9.
The graphs show some interesting trends. First, different kinds of images show various
amounts of preference difference, with the Day and People image sets showing strong
preference for the iCAM06-based algorithm, and the Night and Indoor groups showing
similar trends but no statistically significant differences. Second, the Night and Indoor
images actually showed slight preference for the square root algorithm with respect to
contrast and sharpness. Again, the statistical significance of these results should be
evaluated with the understanding that the image sample sizes in the categories were
relatively small. More extensive studies are ongoing.
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To get deeper insight into the effects of image content on observer preference for images
processed by the two algorithms, we ranked the preference scores and identified the least
and most preferred images for the two methods. The most preferred images in each set
are shown in Figure 5-10.

The top row shows the most preferred images for the square root algorithm (these are
consequently the least preferred for the iCAM06-based algorithm). Note that these
images are generally dark, have high dynamic range from concentrated light sources and
have highly saturated colors. On the other hand, the most preferred images for the
iCAM06-based method are shown in the bottom row. These are generally bright, daylit,
and show natural environments.

Figure 5-10: Top row: most preferred square root processed images; Bottom row: most
preferred iCAM06-based processed images.
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The reason that iCAM06-based preferred images are colorful, bright-lit images and least
preferred images are night images might due to the following reasons:

(1) Image appearance model iCAM06 enhance colorfulness of LCD image to some
extent decided by parameter settings. Therefore when luminance information is
added back, for bright-lit images, more luminance from backlight lead to more
colorfulness, so colorful images tend to be more colorful, which might increase
most observers’ preference.

(2) While for night images, it is possible that the backlight is really low when
luminance information is added back, which will make the images further
saturated. Though it might be closer to the original dark scene, it might hurt image
preference for most observers.
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6 Conclusion and future work
In this research, two types of HDR display systems (including hardcopy HDR display and
softcopy HDR display) are constructed to facilitate the study of HDR image splitting
algorithm for building HDR displays. A new HDR image splitting algorithm which
incorporates iCAM06 image appearance model is proposed, seeking to create displayed
HDR images that can provide better image quality. Details on implementation of the new
algorithm are described. The new algorithm has potential to improve image details
perception, colorfulness and better gamut utilization. Finally, the performance of the new
iCAM06-based HDR image splitting algorithm is evaluated and compared with widely
spread luminance square root algorithm through psychophysical studies.

6.1 Conclusions
There are several conclusions can be drawn, which will be listed in the following
paragraphs:

A print-based HDR display and a projector-based HDR display system are built to
facilitate the study of HDR image splitting algorithm. The projector-based HDR display
is built basing on previous work of dual-projectors based HDR display system. Both
systems run stably. Details on display setup, geometric registration, colorimetric
characterization and their performance are described.

The new iCAM06-based image splitting algorithm is implemented building both HDR
display systems. By directly comparison, iCAM06-based image splitting algorithm has
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potential to improve image details perception, colorfulness and better gamut utilization. It
also has potential to account for surrounding conditions and find optimal images under
different surrounding settings. To better evaluate its performance with widely used
luminance square-root image splitting algorithm, psychophysics experiments (single
rating study and pair comparison study) are conducted on projector-based HDR display
system.

According to single rating study, it shows that there exists no significant difference
between the two methods, whereas for pair comparison study, observers prefer images
produced by the iCAM06-based algorithm overall and with respect to overall and color
rendering. Both studies show differences in observer ratings and preferences for Day,
Night, Indoor and People image categories. Though there left more work to be done in
improving performance of iCAM06-based image splitting algorithm, it represents a
promising and principled approach to image splitting for HDR displays.

6.2 Limitation
The test images in Night category are relatively few; only 5 night images are used in
psychophysical study. Current trends show that iCAM06-based algorithm needs to be
improved for images taken in low light condition. The reason might be that iCAM06
model was used to find best HDR rendering image for SDR display, which use uniform
white illumination. Then when iCAM06-based HDR image splitting method is used, and
luminance are added back. For daylit images, luminance is added back at a high level,
therefore leads to more colorfulness. While for night images, the luminance that is added
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back is at a low level, therefore lead to over saturation for night images, which reduces
the colorfulness in low light condition and might further hurt observers’ preference.

Besides, since iCAM06-based HDR image splitting method incorporates iCAM06 image
appearance model, which use local processing, therefore the speed is relatively slow in
real rendering condition. In this case, it takes about 40 seconds to render an 800 pixel
wide image on an advanced Mac computer. But with the advancement of GPU processing
and increasing of computer power, the speed is no longer a big limit in the near future.

6.3 Future work
Since only 5 images are included in the Night category, in order to arrive a sound
conclusion at the potential problems with night images, more Night images need to be
tested. According to current results, iCAM06-based HDR image splitting method needs
to be improved for Night category. Future research needs to be done to find out an
appropriate way to improve the algorithm performance especially for images taken at low
light condition.
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8 Appendices
8.1 Appendix One: Matlab Code
This section posts the Matlab codes used in this thesis project.

8.1.1 Main code for projector-based HDR display
Basing on previous work on dual-projector based HDR display system by Stefan Luka,
the programs in this chapter are revised for single-projector based HDR display.
8.1.1.1 Turn on HDR display system
% This program is used to turn on HDR display, there are 3 steps to follow, which are
explained below.
% [updated] 10/16/2010, Dan Zhang
close all;
clear all;
% (1) Open screen: the screen information (backlight resolution is: 1280×800 and LCD
panel resolution is 2560×1600) is stored in './panasonic.mat'.
screen_info = OpenScreens('./panasonic.mat');
% (2) Camera alignment: camera settings (such as exposure time and aperture) need to be
carefully selected. With the room lights on, exposure time (set to 13 manually) and
aperture (set to 14 manually) works well.
align_info = AlignScreens(screen_info,'camera_a');
% Load HDR display colorimetric measurements results from ‘Measurement’ folder in
order to build HDR display model.
load ./HDR_2010_05_02.mat
% (3) Build HDR display model
mdl_HDR =
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BuildModelHDR_new(screen_info,XYZ_meas_LCD_r,XYZ_meas_LCD_g,XYZ_meas
_LCD_b,XYZ_meas_LCD_w,XYZ_meas_DLP_a,XYZ_meas_LCD_cube,RGB_meas_L
CD_cube);
8.1.1.2 Display HDR images
% This program is used to calculate images for projector and LCD panel, then disply
images on HDR display.
% [updated] 1/31/2011, Dan Zhang
%(1) Read a HDR image with .hdr format.
img_rad = read_radiance('MasonLake.hdr');
% Calculate image XYZ by using radiance RGB-to-XYZ matrix.
M = [0.412424,0.212656,0.0193324;
0.357579,0.715158,0.119193;
0.180464,0.0721856,0.950444];
% Resize image for convenience of displaying.
if (size(img_rad,1)/size(img_rad,2)>1600/2560)
img_scaled = max(imresize(img_rad, [1000 NaN]),0);
else
img_scaled = max(imresize(img_rad, [NaN 1200]),0);
end
% (2) Clip the image and fit it within the dynamic range of the HDR display.
img_xyz =
reshape(reshape(img_scaled(:,:,:),size(img_scaled,1)*size(img_scaled,2),3)*M,size(img_
scaled,1),size(img_scaled,2),3);
scale_mask = ones(1600,2560,3);
% XYZ_hdr is normalized to the range 0~1.
XYZ_hdr = img_xyz/max(max(img_xyz(:,:,2)));
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% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% (3) For square-root method
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Calculate target projector and LCD images and their corresponding driving values.
img_RGBA = RenderXYZ2RGBA_squareroot(XYZ_hdr, screen_info, mdl_HDR,
scale_mask);
rgba1 = RenderRGBA2rgba_one(img_RGBA, screen_info, align_info, mdl_HDR);
% Control LCD panel and DLP projector to display the image.
txtr = RenderTextures(rgba1,screen_info);
DisplayTextures(txtr,screen_info);
DeleteTextures(txtr);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% (4) For iCAM06-based method
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Calculate target projector and LCD images and their corresponding driving values.
img_RGBA = RenderXYZ2RGBA_iCAM(XYZ_hdr, img_scaled, screen_info,
mdl_HDR, scale_mask);
rgba2 = RenderRGBA2rgba_one(img_RGBA, screen_info, align_info, mdl_HDR);
% (5) Control LCD panel and DLP projector to display the image.
txtr = RenderTextures(rgba2,screen_info);
DisplayTextures(txtr,screen_info);
DeleteTextures(txtr);

8.1.2 HDR image splitting algorithms
In this section, codes for luminance square-root HDR image splitting and iCAM06-based
HDR image splitting will be posted.
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8.1.2.1 Square-root HDR image splitting algorithm
% This program is to render HDR XYZ to RGBA scalar images for LCD and DLP using
luminance square-root method
% Dan Zhang
% update: 2010/4/13
function [img_RGBA] =
RenderXYZ2RGBA_squareroot(img_XYZ,screen_info,mdl,scale_mask, varargin);
optargin = size(varargin,2);
% Set default offsets
x_offset = floor((screen_info.f_rect(3)-size(img_XYZ,2))/2);
y_offset = floor((screen_info.f_rect(4)-size(img_XYZ,1))/2);
% Option to override defaults
for ii=1:2:optargin
if (strcmp(varargin{ii},'offset'))
x_offset = varargin{ii+1}(1);
y_offset = varargin{ii+1}(2);
elseif (strcmp(varargin{ii},'filter'))
fltr = varargin{ii+1};
end
end
x_limits = [max(1+x_offset,1),min(size(img_XYZ,2)+x_offset,screen_info.f_rect(3))];
y_limits = [max(1+y_offset,1),min(size(img_XYZ,1)+y_offset,screen_info.f_rect(4))];
sz = scale_mask(y_limits(1):y_limits(2),x_limits(1):x_limits(2),:);
img_XYZ = imresize(img_XYZ,[size(sz,1) size(sz,2)]);
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------img_XYZ = img_XYZ./scale_mask(y_limits(1):y_limits(2),x_limits(1):x_limits(2),:);
% Reshape MxNx3 image into 3x(M*N) matrix.
XYZ = reshape(img_XYZ,size(img_XYZ,1)*size(img_XYZ,2),3)';
xyY = XYZ2xyY(XYZ);
% Normalize
A = sqrt(xyY(3,:))/max(sqrt(xyY(3,:)));
% Get rid of negative values, if there is any.
A(A<0)=0;
img_A = reshape(A,size(img_XYZ,1),size(img_XYZ,2));
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% Accounts for system MTF
img_A_blurred = imfilter(img_A,fspecial('gaussian',31,6),'replicate');
% Replace the ideal backlight image with a blurred image.
A_blurred = reshape(img_A_blurred,size(img_XYZ,1)*size(img_XYZ,2),1)';
RGB = XYZA2RGB(XYZ,A_blurred,mdl.M_XYZ2RGB,mdl.XYZ_K,mdl.A_MIN);
img_RGBA.img_A = img_A_blurred;
img_RGBA.img_RGB = reshape(RGB',size(img_XYZ,1),size(img_XYZ,2),3);
% Keep a record of the effective rendering offset
img_RGBA.offset = [x_offset,y_offset];
8.1.2.1 iCAM06-based HDR image splitting algorithm
% This program is to render HDR XYZ to RGBA scalar images for LCD and DLP using
iCAM06-based HDR image splitting method
% Dan Zhang
% Update: 2010/4/13
function [img_RGBA] = RenderXYZ2RGBA_iCAM(img_XYZ, img, screen_info,
mdl_HDR, scale_mask, varargin)
optargin = size(varargin,2);
% The surround option (average, dim and black) could be added, more details could be
found in iCAM06 model.
% iCAM06_HDR splitting is based on iCAM06 framework, there is slight change of
chromatic adaptation in the final step, since the target white point will be that of HDR
display system.
[XYZ_tm img_RGB] = iCAM06_HDR(img,20000);
% Set default offsets
x_offset = floor((screen_info.f_rect(3)-size(img_RGB,2))/2);
y_offset = floor((screen_info.f_rect(4)-size(img_RGB,1))/2);
% Option to override defaults
for ii=1:2:optargin
if (strcmp(varargin{ii},'offset'))
x_offset = varargin{ii+1}(1);
y_offset = varargin{ii+1}(2);
elseif (strcmp(varargin{ii},'filter'))
fltr = varargin{ii+1};
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end
end
x_limits = [max(1+x_offset,1),min(size(img_RGB,2)+x_offset,screen_info.f_rect(3))];
y_limits = [max(1+y_offset,1),min(size(img_RGB,1)+y_offset,screen_info.f_rect(4))];
sz = scale_mask(y_limits(1):y_limits(2),x_limits(1):x_limits(2),:);
img_RGB = imresize(img_RGB,[size(sz,1) size(sz,2)],'bilinear');
sz = scale_mask(y_limits(1):y_limits(2),x_limits(1):x_limits(2),:);
img_XYZ = imresize(img_XYZ,[size(sz,1) size(sz,2)]);
img_XYZ = img_XYZ./scale_mask(y_limits(1):y_limits(2),x_limits(1):x_limits(2),:);
img_A = XYZRGB2A(XYZ_tm,img_XYZ,mdl_HDR);
for ii=1:length(screen_info.b_win)
% Copy the RGB and A images into a structure
img_RGBA(ii).img_RGB = img_RGB;
img_RGBA(ii).img_A = img_A;
% Keep a record of the effective rendering offset
img_RGBA(ii).offset = [x_offset,y_offset];
end

8.1.3 Psychophysical experiments
In this section, codes for psychophysical experiments, including single rating experiment
and paired-comparison experiment will be provided.
8.1.3.1 Main code of psychophysical experiment
% SET UP SCREEN
% Load a sound wave
[y, Fs, nbits] = wavread('Pop.wav');
% Make an instant of the beepSound
beepSound=audioplayer(y*5,Fs);
% Set up a subject
subjName = input('Enter your name: ','s');
subjAge = input('Enter your age: ','s');
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subjGender = input('Enter your gender: ','s');
% Get date/time stamp
dateNtime = datestr(now,'ddmmmyyTHHMM');
% Set up command for naming data file with Subject Name and Date/Time Stamps
stat = ['file_2 = fopen(''' (subjName) '_' (dateNtime) '_data.txt'' , ''wt'');'];
% Write out command line
eval(stat)
win1 = screen_info.win(screen_info.f_win);
win2 = screen_info.win(screen_info.b_win);
Screen('FillRect',win1,255);
Screen('Flip',win1);
Screen('FillRect',win2,255);
Screen('Flip',win2);
Screen('TextFont',win1);
Screen('TextSize',win1, 84);
name = upper(subjName);
L0 = strcat(name,':');
% Instructions are shown on the screen.
L1 = 'There are two parts of the experiment.';
L2 = 'Part I: Scale images from 1 to 5 (worst to best).';
L3 = 'Part II: Five sets of paired comparison study.';
L4 = 'For all the images, please ignore the motion blur.';
L5 = 'Please follow the instructions on the screen.';
L6 = 'Press Enter when you are ready.';
[nx1, ny1] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L1,400,450,[0 0 0]);
[nx2, ny2] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L2,400,600,[0 0 200]);
[nx3, ny3] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L3,400,700,[0 0 200]);
[nx4, ny4] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L4,400,850,[0 0 0]);
[nx5, ny5] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L5,400,950,[0 0 0]);
[nx6, ny6] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L6,400,1150,[0 0 200]);
[nx0, ny0] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L0,400,350,[0 120 0]);
Screen('FrameRect', win1,0);
Screen('Flip',win1);
pause()
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% First run single scaling experiment
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Run_Scale_Experiment
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Then run paired-comparison experiment
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Run_Pairs_Experiment
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------fclose(file_2);
% Save the experiment data into a single .txt file.
dataname = strcat(subjName,'_',dateNtime,'.mat');
save(dataname,'scale_data','overall_response','color_response','sharp_response','contrast_r
esponse','naturalness_response');
% Tell the observers that this is the end of the experiment.
Screen('FillRect',win1,200);
Screen('Flip',win1);
Screen('FillRect',win2,100);
Screen('Flip',win2);
L1 = 'The experiment is completed.';
L2 = 'Thank you for your time.';
L3 = 'Have a nice day.';
L4 = '^.^';
[nx1, ny1] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L1,'center',550,[0 0 0]);
[nx2, ny2] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L2,'center',700,[0 0 0]);
[nx3, ny3] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L3,'center',900,[0 0 200]);
[nx4, ny4] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L4,'center',1050,[0 0 200]);
Screen('FrameRect', win1);
Screen('Flip',win1);
8.1.3.2 Single scaling experiment
% Save data to the single scaling experiment section.
fprintf(file_2, 'Part I: Scale experiment\n');
fprintf(file_2, 'Name, Age, Gender, Trial, Image, Score, Duration\n');
Screen('FillRect',win1,200);
Screen('Flip',win1);
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Screen('FillRect',win2,100);
Screen('Flip',win2);
% Show instructions.
L1 = 'Please scale the overall image quality';
L2 = 'by using number keys 1 to 5 (worst to best).';
L3 = 'The first ten images are trial images.'
L4 = 'Press Enter to start.';
[nx1, ny1] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L1,'center',480,[0 0 0]);
[nx2, ny2] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L2,'center',580,[0 0 0]);
[nx3, ny3] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L3,'center',680,[120 0 120]);
[nx4, ny4] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L4,'center',850,[0 0 200]);
Screen('FrameRect', win1,0);
Screen('Flip',win1);
pause()
% Set variable for file containing prefixes of hdr/tmo image pairs.
filenamePrefixes='filenames_scale.txt';
% Load the list of image pair prefixes.
fid = fopen(filenamePrefixes);
filenames = textscan(fid, '%s', 'delimiter', '\n', 'whitespace', '');
fclose(fid);
% Count the number of image pairs.
numImages = size(filenames{1},1);
% 10 trial images are selected first to help observers get started.
Run_Scale_trial
Screen('FillRect',win1,200);
Screen('Flip',win1);
Screen('FillRect',win2,100);
Screen('Flip',win2);
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L1 = 'The trials are over.';
L2 = 'Press Enter to start.';
[nx1, ny1] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L1,'center',580,[0 0 0]);
[nx2, ny2] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L2,'center',700,[0 0 200]);
Screen('FrameRect', win1,0);
Screen('Flip',win1);
pause()
filenamePrefixes='filenames_scale.txt';
% Load the list of image pair prefixes
fid = fopen(filenamePrefixes);
filenames = textscan(fid, '%s', 'delimiter', '\n', 'whitespace', '');
fclose(fid);
% Count the number of image pairs
numImages = size(filenames{1},1);
pair = [1:numImages;rand(1,numImages)]';
[pair idx]= sortrows(pair,2);
% Set up space for the data collection cell array:
output=zeros(numImages,1);
for ii=1:numImages
stat = ['load(''' cell2mat(filenames{1}(idx(ii))) '_rgba.mat'',''rgba'');'];
eval(stat)
% Create a texture for image pair
txtr = RenderTextures(rgba,screen_info);
% Present image pair
DisplayTextures(txtr,screen_info);
% Start timer
tic
% Delete texture once it has been displayed
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DeleteTextures(txtr);
% Collect observer response from keyboard
while(1)
% Set up screen for obtaining keyboard clicks
keystroke = KbName;
% Make audible sound after keystroke
play(beepSound);
% Record keystroke results--Left and Right arrows or Z and ?/.
A = { keystroke, keystroke,keystroke, keystroke, keystroke};
B = {'1!','2@','3#','4$','5%'};
results = strcmp(A,B);
if results(1,1) == 1;
output(ii) = 1;
break;
elseif results(1,2) ==1;
output(ii) = 2;
break;
elseif results(1,3) ==1;
output(ii) = 3;
break;
elseif results(1,4) ==1;
output(ii) = 4;
break;
elseif results(1,5) ==1;
output(ii) = 5;
break;
else
Screen('FillRect',win1,200);
Screen('Flip',win1);
Screen('FillRect',win2,100);
Screen('Flip',win2);
% If other keys other than 1~5 is pressed, error message poped up.
mytext = 'Please use the number key 1 to 5 to indicate your choice.';
Screen('TextFont',win1);
Screen('TextSize',win1, 76);
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[nx, ny] =DrawFormattedText(win1, mytext,'center','center',[0 0 200]);
Screen('FrameRect', win1);
Screen('Flip',win1);
end
end
% End timer
duration = toc;
% Clear the screen after observer input
BlankScreens(screen_info);
% Create data set for Trial ii: Name, Age, Gender, Trial,
% Filename of Left Image, Filename of Right Image, Mouse Click
% Result, Duration followed by New Line character
fprintf(file_2, '%s,%s,%s,%d,%s,%d,%f\n',subjName, subjAge, subjGender, idx(ii),
cell2mat(filenames{1}(idx(ii))), output(ii), duration);
end
scale_data = cat(2,idx,output);
clear idx output
8.1.3.3 Paired-comparison experiment
% Setup section for paired comparison experiment.
% Set variable for file containing prefixes of hdr/tmo image pairs
filenamePrefixes='filenames.txt';
% Load the list of image pair prefixes.
fid = fopen(filenamePrefixes);
filenames = textscan(fid, '%s', 'delimiter', '\n', 'whitespace', '');
fclose(fid);
% Count the number of image pairs.
numImages = size(filenames{1},1);
% Set up space for the data collection cell array:
% Observer, Age, Gender, Filename, Mouseclick, Timestamp
output=zeros(numImages,1);
fprintf(file_2, 'Part II: Paired comparison\n');
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% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------L1 = 'Please select the image with better overall quality';
L2 = 'by pressing left arrow or right arrow.';
L3 = 'Press Enter to start.';
Screen('FillRect',win1,200);
Screen('Flip',win1);
Screen('FillRect',win2,100);
Screen('Flip',win2);
[nx1, ny1] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L1,'center',550,[0 120 0]);
[nx2, ny2] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L2,'center',650,[0 120 0]);
[nx3, ny3] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L3,'center',850,[0 0 200]);
Screen('FrameRect', win1);
Screen('Flip',win1);
pause()
fprintf(file_2, 'Overall Evaluation\n');
% Write header line to data file
fprintf(file_2, 'Name, Age, Gender, Trial, Left_Image, Right_Image, Selectd_Pos,
Duration\n');
RunPair
overall_response=response;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Screen('FillRect',win1,200);
Screen('Flip',win1);
Screen('FillRect',win2,100);
Screen('Flip',win2);
L1 = 'Please select the image with better color quality';
L2 = 'by pressing left arrow or right arrow.';
L3 = 'Press Enter to start.';
[nx1, ny1] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L1,'center',550,[0 120 180]);
[nx2, ny2] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L2,'center',650,[0 120 180]);
[nx3, ny3] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L3,'center',850,[0 0 200]);
Screen('FrameRect', win1);
Screen('Flip',win1);
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pause()
fprintf(file_2, 'Color Evaluation\n');
% Write header line to data file
fprintf(file_2, 'Name, Age, Gender, Trial, Left_Image, Right_Image, Selectd_Pos,
Duration\n');
RunPair
color_response=response;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Screen('FillRect',win1,200);
Screen('Flip',win1);
Screen('FillRect',win2,100);
Screen('Flip',win2);
L1 = 'Please select the image which looks sharper';
L2 = 'by pressing left arrow or right arrow.';
L3 = 'Press Enter to start.';
[nx1, ny1] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L1,'center',550,[180 0 180]);
[nx2, ny2] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L2,'center',650,[180 0 180]);
[nx3, ny3] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L3,'center',850,[0 0 200]);
Screen('FrameRect', win1);
Screen('Flip',win1);
pause()
fprintf(file_2, 'Sharpness Evaluation\n');
% Write header line to data file
fprintf(file_2, 'Name, Age, Gender, Trial, Left_Image, Right_Image, Selectd_Pos,
Duration\n');
Screen('TextSize',win1, 100);
RunPair
sharp_response=response;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Screen('FillRect',win1,200);
Screen('Flip',win1);
Screen('FillRect',win2,100);
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Screen('Flip',win2);
L1 = 'Please select the image which has better contrast';
L2 = 'by pressing left arrow or right arrow.';
L3 = 'Press Enter to start.';
[nx1, ny1] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L1,'center',550,[180 0 180]);
[nx2, ny2] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L2,'center',650,[180 0 180]);
[nx3, ny3] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L3,'center',850,[0 0 200]);
Screen('FrameRect', win1);
Screen('Flip',win1);
pause()
fprintf(file_2, 'Contrast Evaluation\n');
% Write header line to data file
fprintf(file_2, 'Name, Age, Gender, Trial, Left_Image, Right_Image, Selectd_Pos,
Duration\n');
Screen('TextSize',win1, 100);
RunPair
contrast_response=response;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Screen('FillRect',win1,200);
Screen('Flip',win1);
Screen('FillRect',win2,100);
Screen('Flip',win2);
L1 = 'Please select the image which is more natural';
L2 = 'by pressing left arrow or right arrow.';
L3 = 'Press Enter to start.';
[nx1, ny1] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L1,'center',550,[180 0 180]);
[nx2, ny2] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L2,'center',650,[180 0 180]);
[nx3, ny3] =DrawFormattedText(win1, L3,'center',850,[0 0 200]);
Screen('FrameRect', win1);
Screen('Flip',win1);
pause()
fprintf(file_2, 'Naturalness Evaluation\n');
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% Write header line to data file
fprintf(file_2, 'Name, Age, Gender, Trial, Left_Image, Right_Image, Selectd_Pos,
Duration\n');
Screen('TextSize',win1, 100);
RunPair
naturalness_response=response;

8.1.4 Print-based HDR display demo GUI
function varargout = DemoGUI(varargin)
% DEMOGUI M-file for DemoGUI.fig
%
DEMOGUI, by itself, creates a new DEMOGUI or raises the existing
%
singleton*.
%
%
H = DEMOGUI returns the handle to a new DEMOGUI or the handle to
%
the existing singleton*.
%
%
DEMOGUI('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local
%
function named CALLBACK in DEMOGUI.M with the given input arguments.
%
%
DEMOGUI('Property','Value',...) creates a new DEMOGUI or raises the
%
existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are
%
applied to the GUI before DemoGUI_OpeningFcn gets called. An
%
unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application
%
stop. All inputs are passed to DemoGUI_OpeningFcn via varargin.
%
%
*See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one
%
instance to run (singleton)".
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help DemoGUI
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 28-Jan-2010 21:42:51
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',
mfilename, ...
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @DemoGUI_OpeningFcn, ...
'gui_OutputFcn', @DemoGUI_OutputFcn, ...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback', []);
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if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
% --- Executes just before DemoGUI is made visible.
function DemoGUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin command line arguments to DemoGUI (see VARARGIN)
% [win,rect] = Screen('OpenWindow',1);
% Choose default command line output for DemoGUI
handles.output = hObject;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% UIWAIT makes DemoGUI wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);
load tform_cam2dlp.mat
load crop_lim.mat
global frontier_dlp
global paul_dlp
global cabin_dlp
global win
global rect
global tform_cam2dlp
global crop_lim
global project_img
[win,rect] = Screen('OpenWindow',1);
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% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = DemoGUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;
% --- Executes on button press in pushbuttonincrease.
function pushbuttonincrease_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbuttonincrease (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
global win
global rect
global input
Screen('FillRect',win,input);
Screen('Flip',win);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in pushbuttoncombine.
function pushbuttoncombine_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbuttoncombine (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
global tform_cam2dlp
global crop_lim
global win
global rect
global project_img
OverlayImages(win,rect,uint8(project_img),tform_cam2dlp, crop_lim);
function [] = OverlayImages(win,rect,img_c,tform_cam2dlp,crop_lim)
% Crop the camera image
img_c = img_c(crop_lim(2):crop_lim(4),crop_lim(1):crop_lim(3));
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% An additional step to perform here would be camera linearization,
% followed by gamma correction for DLP.
% Transform to DLP coordinates
img_p = imtransform(img_c,tform_cam2dlp,'XData',[1,rect(3)],'YData',[1,rect(4)]);
% Display image
txtr = Screen('MakeTexture',win,img_p);
Screen('FillRect',win,0);
Screen('DrawTexture',win,txtr);
Screen('Flip',win);
Screen('Close',txtr);
% --- Executes on selection change in popupmenu1.
function popupmenu1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to popupmenu1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns popupmenu1 contents as cell
array
%
contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from popupmenu1
%
Determine the selected data set.
global frontier_dlp
global paul_dlp
global cabin_dlp
global project_img
str = get(hObject, 'String');
val = get(hObject,'Value');
% Set current data to the selected data set.
switch str{val};
case 'Frontier'
load frontier_dlp.mat
load frontier_project_img
axes(handles.axes1),imshow(uint8(img_dlp))
case 'Goldengate'
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load goldengate_dlp.mat
load goldengate_project_img
imshow(uint8(img_dlp))
case 'Cabin'
load cabin_dlp.mat
load cabin_project_img
imshow(uint8(img_dlp))
end
guidata(hObject,handles)
% Save the handles str
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function popupmenu1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to popupmenu1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function edit1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit1 as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit1 as a double
global input
input = str2double(get(hObject,'String'));
%checks to see if input is empty. if so, default input1_editText to zero
if (isempty(input))
set(hObject,'String','0')
end
% set(handles.edit1,'Value',input);
guidata(hObject, handles);
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
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8.2 Appendix Two: Render images

8.2.1 Day image

(a) LCD image

(b) New LCD image

(c) DLP projected image

(d) New DLP projected image

Figure 8-1: (a) Square-root LCD image, (b) iCAM06-based LCD image, (c) Square-root
DLP projected image and (d) iCAM06-based DLP projected image.

Critical aspects:
Direct sunlight shines on the greenish plants outside of the tunnel while the road keeps
neutral; therefore color property is critical for the preference of this image. The goal is to
achieve color preference while preserving natural looking of the image.
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8.2.2 Night image

(a) LCD image

(b) New LCD image

(c) DLP projected image

(d) New DLP projected image

Figure 8-2: (a) Square-root LCD image, (b) iCAM06-based LCD image, (c) Square-root
DLP projected image and (d) iCAM06-based DLP projected image.

Critical aspects:
This is a night image with heavy cast in the sky, for the new image splitting method, the
detail improvement in the cloud is quite apparent, which is critical to improve image
quality.
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8.2.3 Indoor image

(a) LCD image

(b) New LCD image

(c) DLP projected image

(d) New DLP projected image

Figure 8-3: (a) Square-root LCD image, (b) iCAM06-based LCD image, (c) Square-root
DLP projected image and (d) iCAM06-based DLP projected image.

Critical aspects:
This indoor image is very challenging due to its extremely high dynamic range. The other
important factor of this image is color property of color checker, which is very critical to
image quality evaluation.
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8.2.4 People image

(a) LCD image

(b) New LCD image

(c) DLP projected image

(d) New DLP projected image

Figure 8-4: (a) Square-root LCD image, (b) iCAM06-based LCD image, (c) Square-root
DLP projected image and (d) iCAM06-based DLP projected image.

Critical aspects:
For people image, skin color is always the most critical factor. The goal of this image is
to achieve a natural people image with preferred skin tone reproduction.
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